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ABSTRACT 

We use the nonperturbative techniques of current algebra and PCAC (par

tial conservation of axial-vector currents) to compute the nonleptonic weak decays 

J( -. 211' and 371", as well as the two-body and nonresonant three-body decays of the 

charmed D and F(Ds) mesons. In the case of two-body decays, the constituent 

quark model is employed to calculate the resulting unphysical meson-meson re

duced matrix elements. Using an analogous current algebra - PCAC prescription, 

the three-body meson decays are expressed in terms of the previously determined 

two-body amplitudes. We utilize the pole model to extract baryon-baryon re

duced matrix elements from the B -. B'7I" and B', weak decays, which are then 

also computed in the constituent quark model. We make predictions for more than 

sixty decays with essentially no free parameters and, in most cases, find reasonable 

agreement with the data. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Of the leptonic, semileptonic and nonleptonic weak decays, the nonleptonic 

have long been the most challenging to predict [1]. The reason is the complicated 

interplay between the low energy strong and weak interactions, which can be 

especially difficult to separate in these decays. The leptonic decays, involving no 

strongly interacting particles, can be determined perturbatively to a high degree 

of accuracy via the fundamental electroweak theory. For the semileptonic decays, 

one can write the decay amplitude as the product of a leptonic current, found 

from the leptonic weak decays, and a strong interaction current. Since the latter 

cannot be computed perturbatively for these low energy processes, it is usually 

expressed in terms of a limited number of decay constants and form factors, for 

which nonperturbative solutions are now being sought [2,3J. One would then 

hope that all the nonleptonic decays could be expressed entirely in terms of these 

semileptollic strong interaction parameters. But reality turns out to be much more 

complicated. Even the J( -+ 11"7r decays and the associated 6,,1 = 1/2 rule, which 

were observed more than 30 years ago, still have no universally accepted solution. 

Our approach to the nonleptonic weak decays is to phenomenologically sep

arate, as much as possible, the weak interactions from the strong. We accomplish 

this in two ways. For two-body meson decays, we use the non-perturbative tech

niques of current algebra - PCAC (partial conservation of axial-vector currents) 

to write the physical decay amplitude in terms of meson-meson reduced matrix 
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elements. The strong interactions in this reduction are buried in the accompany

ing pseudoscalar decay constants. Then we compute the resulting reduced matrix 

elements using the constituent quark model. 

The first evaluations of the J( -jo 211" and 311" decays used the soft pion theo

rem, neglected the variation with pion momentum and assumed that the soft am

plitudes were approximately equal to the physical amplitudes. While this roughly 

worked for J( -jo 311" [4], there were problems with the J( -jo 211" amplitudes. In 

the latter case, it was realized that one needs to treat the pions symmetrically 

and so the average of the two soft limits was taken [1,5]. Apart from a factor 

of 1/2, this actually turns out to be similar to our "PCAC consistency" results, 

as well as those found using a chirallagrangian approach [6]. Later, employing 

energy dependent parametrizations and the constraints of PCAC, various ratios 

of physical observables were predicted [7]. Tadpole graphs were used in Ref. [8] to 

account for the momentum variation and to reduce the number of parameters in 

Ref. [7]. There were still unknown parameters in the latter approach, but these 

were further reduced by overall momentum conservation and "PCAC consistency" 

[9, 10]. Finally in Ref. [11], a complete parameter-free analysis of ]( -jo 211" and 311" 

was given, which will be detailed and expanded upon in this paper. 

In particular, we begin in Chapt. 2 with the analysis of the J( -jo 211" and 37r 

decays. In Sect.2.1, we outline our current algebra - PCAC procedure, explaining 

how we are able to take into account the momentum-dependent pole amplitudes 

through the use of "PCAC consistency". The latter program allows us to describe 

the physical matrix elements entirely in terms of soft meson amplitudes, which are 

then computed through a constituent quark model - old fashioned perturbation 
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theory approach. We apply this procedure in Sect. 2.2 to the three ]( -. 211' de

cays, which we find depend on two reduced matrix elements, each of which has two 

constituent quark graph contributions. It turns out that the largest of these con

tributions is a pure 6.1 = 1/2 transition, which explains why the ]( -. 211' decays 

are 6.1 = 1/2 enhanced. Adding the small effects of final state interactions, we 

find excellent agreement with the data, without any free parameters. In Sect. 2.3, 

we relate the four ]( -. 311' decays to the previously determined ]( -. 211' ampli

tudes, via an extension of our PCAC consistency program, again finding excellent 

agreement with experiment. 

By constituent quark model, we mean that the quark masses have already 

been dynamically generated by the strong interactions. Assuming that the con

stituent quarks are then only loosely bound in the vector mesons and in the 

baryons, we take the nonstrange quark masses as 7n ~ 0.34 GeV (roughly one

half the p mass and one-third the nucleon mass) and the strange quark mass as 

ms ~ 0.51 GeV (one-half the ¢ mass). These constituent quark masses also give 

a good fit to the baryon magnetic moments [12]. The further strong interaction 

effects involved in binding the constituent quarks into the more tightly bound spin 

o mesons are described by pseudoscalar decay constants. 

In our old fashioned perturbation theory approach, we take the quarks (and 

mesons) to be eigenstates of the strong interactions alone, with the weak inter

actions a perturbation on the strong. In this sense, we have no explicit gluons 

in our diagrams (which would indicate strong interaction perturbation theory), 

only strong interaction quark eigenstates and the weak interaction W boson. An 

alternative to our approach is to attempt to calculate the strong interaction ef

fects explicitly rather than including them implicitly as we have done. Here one 
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must first assume that the interaction takes place at a high enough energy scale 

(usually rv M w ) so that perturbation theory and operator product expansions are 

valid. Once the relevant diagrams have been calculated, one can transform back 

down to the physical scale (rv 1 GeV) via renormalization group techniques [13]. 

This procedure has also been applied to the charmed meson decays [14,15] and to 

baryon decays [16]. 

We turn to the charmed meson sector in Chapt. 3, where we again apply our 

PCAC consistency - constituent quark model approach. In Sect. 3.1, we consider 

the two-body decays of the charmed D and F(Ds) mesons. While we evaluate only 

the Cabibbo-enhanced and Cabibbo-suppressed decays in this paper, we could just 

as easily apply our procedure to the doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed charge modes. 

But since there is no data on these decays, we omit them at this time. The 

eighteen two-body D and F decays depend on only six reduced matrix elements, 

each of which is determined from the constituent quark model, again with no free 

parameters. We consider the effects of final state interactions, where possible, 

notably in the relatively well determined D -. I? 7[" and I? J{ decays. We find good 

agreement, in most cases, with experimental results. In Sect. 3.2, we examine 

twenty-nine nonresonant three-body charmed meson decays, which we relate to 

the previously determined two-body amplitudes. Although there is not as much 

data for these decays, we find that our predictions, for the most part, are in 

reasonable agreement with experiment. 

In Chapt. 4, we move to the nonleptonic decays of baryons to further test 

our constituent quark model approach. With a baryon in the final state, PCAC 

consistency is no longer valid here and so we turn to the pole model in Sect.4.1 to 

determine the baryon-baryon reduced matrix elements. From the seven B -. B'7[" 
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and five B -jo B', decays, we extract six reduced matrix elements. Then in Sect. 4.2 

we compute the latter from the constituent quark model, using no free parameters, 

just as for the meson decays. With this procedure, we once again find reasonable 

agreement with experiment. Finally, in Chapt.5 we summarize our findings and 

state our conclusions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

KAON DECAYS 

2.1 PCAC Consistency 

In this paper, we consider the weak decays of a hadron Hi decaying into a 

general hadron state HI plus a pseudoscalar meson pi with 4-momentum p. For 

a two-body final state, the decay amplitude, 

(2.1a) 

in the rest frame of Hi, is related to the decay width by 

(2.1b) 

Although the 4-momenta of all particles are fixed in two-body decays, the decay 

amplitudes do contain momentum dependence, as we will demonstrate later in 

this section. With this in mind, we separate (2.1a) into a momentum dependent 

pole term, Mp(p), and a constant background term, 1111, [9] 

M(p) = Mp(p) + M. (2.2a) 

To determine M, we take the limit of (2.2a) as p ~ 0, which we define as the 

charge commutator amplitude, Mee (= .i\!I(O) = A1p(0) + .i\!I), and then solving 

for M (= Mee - Mp(O)), we see that the physical decay amplitude becomes 

M(p) = Mp(p) - Mp(O) + Mec, (2.2b) 
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where Mp(p) - Mp(O) can be thought of as a momentum dependent correction to 

Mee. 

To find the amplitude at the soft point, M ee, we define the function N as 

[17], 

(2.3) 

where AI' is the axial current and T is the time ordering operator. Taking the 

divergence of (2.3), integrating by parts, and discarding the resulting surface term, 

we find, 

ipl'Nt = i J d4 x (_()I'e- ip .x ) (Hf IT(A1,(x) Hw)IHi) 

= i J d4 x e-ip'X()I'(HfIT(A~(x) Hw)IHi} 

= i J d4 x e- iP 'X{ 6(xo)(HfI[A~(x),}JwJIHi) 

+ (HfIT(()I'A1,(x) Hw)IHi}}. (2.4) 

Next we apply the standard LSZ reduction [18J to Eq. (2.1a) and after again 

integrating by parts and throwing away the surface terms we find 

(Hfpi(p)IHwIHi) = i J d4x e- ip 'x (m~ + ()2) (HfIT(pi(x)Hw)IHi) 

= i J d4x e- ip'x (m~ - ])2) (HfIT(pi(x)Hw)IHi). (2.5) 

Comparing (2.5) with (2.4) in the limit p ~ 0 and employing the PCAC hypoth-

esis, 

(2.6) 

in (2.4), we see that 
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for the axial charge, Qs = J d3 X Ao( x). 

Since the hamiltonian density, H w, is built up out of left-handed currents, 

it is orthogonal to right-handed charges, 

[Q + Qs, Hw] = 0 (2.8) 

The latter weak chirality condition then allows us to operate on the states with 

the charge Q via the SU(3) transformation law for hadron states, 

(2.9) 

assumed to be valid even though SU(3) is a broken symmetry [1]. Inserting (2.8) 

and (2.9) into (2.7) then leads to the charge commutator amplitude, 

= (i/fp)(Hfl[Qi,HwJIHi) 

= (i/fp) [iflik(HkIHwIHi) -iJiik(HfIHwIHk)]. (2.10) 

Because the pole amplitudes of Eqs. (2.2) can be difficult to ascertain, es

pecially for three-body and charm decays, we now employ the concept of "PCAC 

consistency" [10,l1J to simplify Eq. (2.2b). We use the D..I = 1/2 ](0 ~ 1T"Tr decays 

to demonstrate this procedure. With the charge modes defined as 

!vl+- = !vl-+ = (7r+7r-IHwlJ{°), 

!vIDa = (7r07r0IHw lJ(0), 

(2.lla) 

(2.llb) 

where the first superscript refers to which pion is taken soft, the charge commutator 

amplitudes are found from Eq. (2.10) to be [19J 

M~~ = (i/2J7r)(7r°IHwlJ(°), 

M6c = (i/ f7r)(7r°IHwlJ{°), 

Mc6 = (-i/V2J7r) [(7r+IHwlJ(+) + V2(7r°IHwlJ(O)] . 

(2.12a) 

(2.12b) 

(2.12c) 
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Notice that (2.12b) and (2.12c) are not equal and in fact, in the tlI = 1/2 limit, 

(2.12c) is zero. This indicates that the physical amplitude must depend strongly 

on the pion momenta, which was the original justification for writing the decay 

amplitude as in (2.2a) with a momentum dependent pole term. 

We compute the pole amplitude from the kaon tadpole graph of Fig. 1, 

with the strong interaction f{ 7r - J( 7r vertex taken in analogy to Weinberg's 7r7r 

scattering amplitude [20J, 

1'v/;1 = (01~2w/~(O) {_ieii3 [2k. (Pi - Pi) - pr + PJ] 
rrm[( 

+ oii[(pi + Pi)2 + pr + PJ - 2m;]}. (2.13) 

Conserving four-momentum, k = Pi + Ph even off the pion mass shell, so that 

PJ ~ m1< when Pi ~ 0, we find the pole amplitudes, 

MOO _ iV/OO(O) = -(O/Hw/J(O) (1 _ 2m;') 
p 1 P 4f2 2 , 

rr ml( 
(2.14a) 

M+- _ M+-(O) = (O/Hw/J(O) m; 
P P 2f2 m2' 

rr K 
(2.14b) 

M-+ _ M-+(O) = -(O/Hw/J(O) (1 _ m;) 
P P 2f2 m 2 ' 

rr K 
(2.14c) 
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PCAC consistency demands that it should not matter which pion is taken soft in 

(2.2b), i.e. 

(2.15) 

Setting (2.12b) plus (2.14b) equal to (2.12c) plus (2.14c), we find that, in the 

61 = 1/2 limit, Eq. (2.15) is satisfied provided 

(2.16) 

which is just the soft. pion limit of (rrOIHwlJ(O). Inserting (2.16) into the pole 

amplitudes (2.14) we find the on-mass-shell correspondence [11], 

Mp - Mp(O) + NIcc +-!o (MCCI + MCC2) (1- m;) . 
m[( 

(2.17) 

In other words, to determine the physical amplitudes all we need to calculate are 

the soft pion amplitudes. We shall also use this simplification in the charmed 

sector and even extend it to three-body decays. 

2.2 J( ~ 2rr 

In this section we begin the process of calculating the J( ~ rr11' decay 

amplitudes from the PCAC consistency relation in (2.17), which generates 

aDO = i(rrOrrOIHwlJ(O) = (-l/Jrr)(rrOIHwl](O) (1- m!/ml() ' 

a+o = i(rr+rroIHwl](+) 

(2.18b) 

= (1/2Jrr) [(11'+IHwl](+) + V2(rrOIHwl](O)] (l-m;/ml(). (2.18c) 
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w+ 

- Q -
s d 

d d 

S 

d _-->--~w_+ _ u 

u 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) W-loop and (b) W-exchange contributions to (7l"°IHwlJ(O). 

The (1 - m;/m1<) factors in (2.18) cause the J{ --jo 7l"7l" amplitudes to vanish in 

the SU(3) limit, as they must, due to C-parity considerations [21J. In Eqs. (2.18) 

and for the remaining two-body decays, we have changed notation from Sect. 2.1. 

Hereafter we will use the symbol 'a' for the real current algebra amplitudes and 

the symbol' M' for the complex experimental amplitudes. The three decay modes 

in (2.18) depend on two reduced matrix elements which we now compute in the 

framework of the constituent quark model. 

The reduced matrix element (7T'°IHwlf(O) has contributions from the two 

quark graphs in Figs. 2. It will turn out that the 6.1 = 1/2 W-mediated loop 

graph of Fig. 2(a) is the dominant contributor to the f( --jo 7T'7l" decays, which is not 

surprising since the latter are 6.1 = 1/2 dominated to five percent. In Feynman 

gauge, the s - d quark transition in Fig. 3 is given by the loop integral [22-25J 
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w 

s Q d 

Figure 3. Quark 8 - d self energy transition. 

where x and y are the usual FeYllman parameters and 81 and CI are the sine and 

cosine of the Cabibbo angle respectively. The advantage to using Feynman gauge 

is that the left-handed structure of the weak interactions is preserved, as is evident 

in (2.19). The disadvantage is that, for gauge invariance, one must also include 

the contribution of the unphysical Higgs X±, which generate graphs analogous 

to Fig. 3. However, corrections to Feynman gauge, due to the unphysical Higgs, 

are small, of order t9((ms - md?/lvlf,y) [25], and therefore we shall henceforth 

neglect them. The function b(p2) in (2.19) is essentially constant for p2 « Mf,y, 

b(p2) = b( 1 + t9(p2 / M?v )), where the dimensionless parameter b is 

(2.20) 

for G F /V2 = g~/8lvI'fv, SIC} ~ 0.22 and the constituent quark masses, me ~ 

1.6GeV and mu ~ 0.34 GeV. 

To determine (7l'°IHwlf{O) we must embed the 8 - d quark transition of 

Fig. 3 in the weak meson transition of Fig. 2(a). This is accomplished by relating 

the strong axial vector current, depicted in quark language in Fig.4(a), to the weak 

axial vector current, displayed in Fig.4(b). The former is given by the standard 

definition of the kaon decay constant, 

(2.21) 
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s b 
d 

_~~m-C 0)<1,1, _~~m_( • 0)<1,1, 
d d 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. ]( -jo vacuum through (a) the strong axial vector current and (b) the 

weak axial vector current. 

while the latter can be expressed in the LSZ form [18J, 

(2.22a) 

We depict the weak s - d transition in Fig. 4(b) by a dot because the length scale 

of the weak transition is of order {}(1/ lvIw '"'" 1/400 fm) while the scale of the 

strong interactions is of order {)(I/mdyn '"'" 1/2fm). Utilizing the short distance 

approximation, we can then write the weak axial current (2.22a) as the strong 

current (2.21) times the weak scale in (2.20)[25]' 

(2.22b) 

Equating Eqs. (2.22a) and (2.22b), taking their divergence, and then using 

manipulations similar to those employed in (2.4), we see that in the rest frame of 

the on-shell kaon and in the limit m; -jo 0, 

(2.23) 

Finally, by utilizing the relationship in Eq. (2.16), together with (2.23), we find 

the ~I = 1/2 W-loop (Wlp) contribution, 

(7l'°IHw l](O)Wlp = (i/2f7l")(0IHw l](O) 

= /2b(fIdf7l")m1( ~ -2.4 x 10-8 GeV2
• (2.24) 
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As a quick test of the scale in (2.24), we input the latter into the current algebra 

amplitude (2.18b), which then predicts aOo ~ 24 X 10-8 GeV, reasonably close to 

the experimental value [26], 26 x 10-8 GeV. 

Since the W-Ioop prediction in (2.24) is already close to experiment, we 

anticipate that the W-exchange (Wx) graph of Fig. 2(b) will not provide a signifi

cant contribution to the ](0 -+ 11"0 transition. Although it is not expected to be a 

very good approximation for tightly bound particles, we compute Fig. 2(b) using 

the nonrelativistic W-exchange model of Ref. [27], where the amplitude is written 

as 

Mwx = (G F/2V2)Sl Cl u(p~ h ll(1 - i,5)1l(pdu(p~hll(1 - i,5)1l(P2) + (1 H 2). 

(2.25) 

In the nonrelativistic limit, only u,ou rv 1 and u;y,51l rv a are nonzero, which, after 

a Fourier transform, leads to the weak W-exchange hamiltonian density being [28] 

(2.26) 

where the operators C\: and (3 change an s antiquark into a II antiquark and a d 

quark into a II quark respectively. Since the spin factor, 1 - al • a2 , equals 4 - 252 

for total spin S = (al + (2) /2, we find that for the spin 0 11" and ]( meson states 

[29], 

(11"0 IHwlJ(O) Wx = -(GF /2)Slcl 4J4m7rmK ¢7r(O)1jJK(O) 

= -(GF/2)SlCl(4/3)m7r f7r m KfK 

~ -0.12 x 10-8 GeV2
• (2.27) 

The term J4m7rmK in (2.27) is a covariant normalization factor for Dirac spinors, 

Ull = 2m. We have also employed in (2.27) the nonrelativistic quark model re

lationship between the wavefunction at the origin and the pseudoscalar decay 
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Figure 5. (a) W-Ioop and (b) W-pole contributions to (ll'+IHwIK+). 

constant [30J, 

1/Jp(O) = Jmp/6 fp· (2.28) 

Adding together the results in Eqs. (2.24) and (2.27), we obtain the sum, 

(2.29) 

As expected, the W-exchange contribution to (2.29) is small in comparison to that 

of the W-Ioop, and so the nonrelativistic evaluation in (2.27) does not bother us 

as much as it might otherwise. 

The next task is to calculate the reduced matrix element (ll'+IHwlJ{+), 

which has contributions from the two graphs in Figs. 5. The W-Ioop diagram in 

Fig. 5(a), being a !:lI = 1/2 transition, is related by a Clebsch-Gordon coefficient 

to the result in (2.24), 

(2.30) 

In order to compute the W-pole (Wpl) transition in Fig.5(b), we first write 

the weak current-current Hamiltonian density as 

(2.31a) 
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with the currents having the Cabibbo-GIM hadronic structure [31,32], 

JI' = Cl (V - A):,-i2 + 81 (V - A)!-i5 - 81 (V - A)~l+iI2 + Cl (V - A)~3+iI4. (2.31b) 

Note that the current-current form of (2.31a) is also the basis for the W-exchange 

amplitude in Eq. (2.25) [27]. Next we employ the standard vacuum saturation 

approximation to find, 

(7I'+IHwlI<+)W1J/ = (Gp/2V2)81Cl(7I'+IAHi210). (0IA4
-

i5 1I<+) (2.32a) 

= (Gp/V2)s}cdrrfI(Prr' PI\" (2.32b) 

= (Gp/V2)SlCdrrfl\"m1 ~ 0.47 x 10-8 GeV2
, (2.32c) 

where, in going from (2.32a) to (2.32b) we have used 

(2.33) 

the generalization of Eq. (2.21). Since (7I'+IHwlI<+) only occurs in Eqs. (2.18a) 

and (2.18c) when the 71'- and 11'0 respectively are taken soft, we have let Prr ~ PI( 

in (2.32b), while always keeping the kaon on mass shell. Adding together (2.30) 

and (2.32c), we find the prediction, 

(2.34) 

To relate the current algebra - PCAC amplitudes (2.18) to the experimental 

amplitudes, we must lastly include the effects of final state interactions. Assuming 

that the strong interactions simply rotate the isospin amplitudes, we write the 

matrix elements in the form [1,33], 

M+- = aoei60 + (2/3)a2ei62, 

MOO = aoei60 _ (4/3)a2ei62, 

M+o = V2a2e i62 , 

(2.35a) 

(2.35b) 

(2.35c) 
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where the subscripts '0' and '2' refer to the isospin of the two pion final state. The 

v'2 in (2.35c) follows by assuming that the !:':l.I = 5/2 parts of Eqs. (2.35) are zero. 

Notice that the complex amplitudes in Eqs. (2.35) then obey the same sum rule as 

the real current algebra amplitudes (2.18), M+- - MOO = v'2M+O. This means 

that ao and a2 correspond respectively to the !:':l.I = 1/2 and 3/2 parts of the weak 

Hamiltonian density. 

Next we input the predicted reduced matrix elements (2.29) and (2.34) 

into the current algebra amplitudes (2.18) as well as separate the latter into their 

isospin components, 

a+- = ao + (2/3)a2 ~ 27.4 x 10-8 GeV, 

aOo = aD - (4/3)a2 ~ 24.8 x 10-8 GeV, 

a+O = v'2a2 ~ 1.8 X 10-8 GeV, 

from which we then extract, 

aO ~ 26.5 X 10-8 GeV a2 ~ 1.3 x 10-8 GeV. 

(2.36a) 

(2.36b) 

(2.36c) 

(2.37) 

The final crucial step is to equate the isospin amplitudes in (2.37) and the corre

sponding parameters in Eqs. (2.35). Then taking the magnitudes of Eqs. (2.35), 

we find the J( -+ 7r7r predictions, 

INI+-I ~ 27.0 x 10-8 GeV, 

INIOOI ~ 25.6 x 10-8 GeV, 

INIOOI ~ 1.8 x 10-8 GeV, 

which compare well with the experimental amplitudes [26], 

IM+-Iexpt = (27.65 ± 0.07) x 10-8 GeV, 

(2.38a) 

(2.38b) 

(2.38c) 

(2.39a) 
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Table 1. Theoretical and experimental branching ratios for two
and three-body nonleptonic decays of kaons. 

mode BRth (%)a BRexpt (%)b 

](8 ~ 71'+71'- 65.4 68.61 ± 0.28 

](8 ~ 71'071'0 29.8 31.39 ± 0.28 
](+ ~ 71'+71'0 20 21.J.7 ± 0.16 

](+ ~ 71'+71'+71'- 5.42 5.59 ± 0.05 

](+ ~ 71'+71'071'0 1.69 1.73 ± 0.04 

](L ~ 71'071'+71'- 12.5 12.38 ± 0.21 

]( L ~ 71'071'0 71'0 22.8 21.6 ± 0.8 

aWe have used the experimental kaon lifetimes [26] to compute the 
theoretical branching ratios. 
bSee Ref. [26]. 

IMoolexl't = (26.26 ± 0.12) x 10-8 GeV, 

1.II1+01cxIJt = (1.834 ± 0.007) x 10-8 GeV. 

27 

(2.39b) 

(2.39c) 

To compute Eqs. (2.38) we have employed the phase shift difference, 10o - 82 1 ~ 

57°, found by fitting Eqs. (2.35) to the experimental amplitudes (2.39). However, 

this phase shift difference is also what is extracted experimentally from strong 

interaction 71' - 71' scattering data [34]. Notice that the inclusion of final state 

interactions in (2.38) produces only a marginal change in the current algebra 

amplitudes (2.36). This occurs because the fl.! = 3/2 parts of the amplitudes are 

only 5 percent of the fl.! = 1/2 parts, as seen in Eq. (2.37). We list our ]( ~ 71'71' 

predictions in the form of branching ratios in Table 1. 

We now see that the solution to the long standing problem of the fl.! = 1/2 

rule in ]( ~ 71'71' decays is the fact that the fl.! = 1/2 W-Ioop matrix elements 

(2.24) and (2.30) are so much larger than the W-exchange and W-pole matrix 

elements (2.27) and (2.32) respectively. This in turn results from the s - d quark 
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transition scale b in (2.20) being proportional to the charm quark mass squared, 

while Eqs. (2.27) and (2.32) involve only the strange and nonstrange quark masses. 

This will not be so for charmed meson decays and hence we expect no D..I = 1/2 

rule in the latter case. A final point to make is that although our PCAC consistency 

scheme in Eq. (2.17) was derived in the D..I = 1/2 limit, we see that it can make 

predictions beyond the D..I = 1/2 rule. In fact the D..I = 3/2 prediction (2.38c) 

agrees quite well with the experimental amplitude in (2.39c) although the accuracy 

is somewhat misleading (the theoretical error is ;(: ±15%). In the next section, 

we will see that the PCAC consistency approach also reproduces the D..I = 3/2 

portion of the K -4 371" decays. Therefore, one can infer that PCAC consistency 

is actually more complete than the pole structure from whence it came. 

2.3 K -4371" 

We turn now to the three-body decays, K -4 371", which we analyze in the 

same fashion as in the two-body case. When the transitions, A = i(71"71"71"IHwIK}, 

are considered in the context of Feynman amplitudes, the final state pions are 

treated as independent, and statistical factors of N! = 2! or 3!, for identical pi

ons, are added to reduce the phase space. In analogy to the PCAC consistency 

relation (2.17), one might suppose that the transitions should have the symmetric 

form MCCI + 111cC2 + Mcc3. But then the resulting reduced matrix elements 

('1l"7rIHwIK) would "know" about this symmetrization, whereas the Feynman am

plitudes for the latter would continue to treat the pions as independent. This 

means that we instead write the three-body amplitude as [11], 

(2.40) 

where the factor of one-half corrects for this mismatch. 
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In contrast to the two-body transitions of the previous section, when the 

soft pion reduction (2.10) is performed on three-body decays, the charge operator 

Q acts back on a two-body final state. To handle this situation, we let Q operate 

on each final state particle and then add the results together in this extension of 

the strong interaction transformation law (2.9), 

(2.41) 

It turns out that with three pions in the final state, the symmetry of Eqs. (2.40) and 

(2.41) together with the antisymmetry of the structure constants lijk in (2.41), 

cause the terms arising from the charge operator acting to the left on the final 

state to cancel. This leaves only those terms where Q operates to the right on the 

initial state kaon, which greatly simplifies the analysis. 

Applying the PCAC consistency requirement (2.40) to the four J( ~ 311' 

decay modes, we find [11 J 

A++- = i(7r+rr+rr-/Hw/J(+) 

= (1/V2"Irr)(rr+rr-/Hw /J(O)(1 - m~/ml\')' (2.42a) 

AHO = i(7r+rr07r0/Hw/J(+) 

= (1/2../2/rr) [(rrOrrO/Hw/J(O) + ../2(rr+rrO/Hw /J(+)] (1- m~/ml() 

= (1/2../2/rr)(rr+rr-/Hw/J(0)(I- m;/ml(), (2.42b) 

AO+- = i(7r°rr+7r-/Hw/J{°) 

= (-1/4/rr) [(7r+rr-/Hw/I(0) - ../2(rr+7r° /Hw /J{+)] (1 - m;/ml() 

= (-1/4/rr)(rr°7r°/H w/J(°)(1 - m;/ml(), (2.42c) 

AOOO = i(7r°rrorro/Hw/J{0) 

(2.42d) 
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where we have used the J( ~ 7r7r sum rule, M+- - MOO = J2M+V, to deduce the 

final equalities in Eqs. (2.42b) and (2,42c). In the /).,1 = 1/2 limit, the J( ~ 37r 

amplitudes are related by, A++- : A+oO : AO+- : AOOO = 2J2 : J2 : 1 : 3 

Inputting our theoretical predictions for the J( ~ 7r7r decay amplitudes (2.38) into 

Eqs. (2.42), we obtain the magnitudes of the J( ~ 37r amplitudes, 

IA ++-1 ~ 1.90 X 10-6
, 

IA+ool;:::: 0.95 x 10-6 , 

IA 0+-1 ~ 0.64 x 10-6
, 

IAoool;:::: 1.91 x 10-6 • 

(2.43a) 

(2,43b) 

(2.43c) 

(2.43d) 

Two-pion final state interactions enter Eqs. (2.42) and (2,43) through Eqs. (2.38), 

but for simplicity we have neglected explicit three-body final state interactions as 

is traditionally done [33]. 

To compute the experimental three-body decay amplitudes, we assume that 

two of the three final state masses are equal, rnl = 1T/'2 = Il, and rna = m. This 

then leads to the usual three-body phase space integral over the Mandelstam 

variable 8 = (ql + q2)2 [35], 

r = [2/N!(87r.LVJ)3] IAI2 

X 1(M-m)2 d8 {[8 - 4J.l2][S - (.LVI + m)2][8 - (!vI - m)2] }1/2 
4~2 S 

(2.44) 

where N! is the statistical factor for identical particles mentioned previously and 

M is the kaon mass. Since the energy dependent portion of the decay amplitude A 

is antisymmetric with respect to the integration limits in (2.44), and hence roughly 
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integrates to zero, we have assumed that A can be considered a constant in (2.44) 

and taken outside of the integral. The integrals 1 in (2.44), for the four cases of 

interest, are numerically, 1( + + -) ~ 0.798, 1(00+) ~ 0.996, 1( + - 0) ~ 1.95 and 

1(000) ~ 0.397, in units of 10-6 GeV. Inserting the observed decay rates [26] and 

the preceding values for 1 into Eq. (2.44), leads to the experimental amplitudes, 

IA++-Icxpt = (1.93 ± 0.01) x 10-6
, 

IA+OOleXlJt = (0.96 ± 0.01) x 10-6
, 

IAO+-Iexpt = (0.636 ± 0.005) x 10-6
, 

IA 000 lexpt = (1.86 ± 0.03) x 10-6
, 

(2.45a) 

(2.45b) 

(2.45c) 

(2.45d) 

which agree quite well with the theoretical predictions in Eqs. (2.43). In fact, this 

close agreement further justifies our adding the bose symmetry factor of (1/2) in 

the pion three-body PCAC consistency relation (2.40). As predicted earlier and 

shown in Eqs. (2.43) and (2.45), even the 6.1 = 3/2 portions of the K ~ 311' 

amplitudes, which cause AOOO ;S A++-, are seen to agree with the data. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CHARMED MESON DECAYS 

3.1 Two-Body Charmed Meson Decays 

3.1.1 D ~ J? 1[" 

With the success of our PCAC consistency approach to the ]( ~ 21[" and 31[" 

decays in the preceding chapter, one would like to see if the exact same prescription 

can be applied to other nonleptonic two-body and three-body decays. In this 

section, we extend our procedure to two-body charmed decays, starting with the 

Cabibbo-enhanced D ~ J?1[" modes [36]. Applying the PCAC consistency relation 

(2.17), together with the soft meson theorem (2.10), results in [37] 

ah'~ = -i(](-1["+ IHwIDO) 

= (1/v'2h\') [(1["+ IHwlF+) + (1 - hd frr )(ROIHwIDO)], (3.1a) 

a~~rr = -i(J?°1["°IHwIDO) = (1/2fg)(2fg/frr -l)(J?oIHwIDO), (3.1b) 

a~trr = -i(J?°1["+ IHwID+) 

= (l/v'2hd[(1["+IHwlF+) + (fg/irr)(J?oIHwIDO)]. (3.1c) 

In the limit, fl( ~ frr, the structure of Eqs. (3.1) mimics that of the J( ~ 7r7r 

decays in (2.18). 

The amplitudes (3.1) depend on two reduced matrix elements, each of which 

has only one contribution, depicted in quark language in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). In 

direct analogy to the calculation in Eqs. (2.32) for the W-pole graph of Fig.5(b), 
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Figure 6. (a) W-pole diagram for (7r+IHwIF+) and (b) W-exchange diagram for 

(ROIHwIDO). 

we compute the W-pole transition (rr+IHwIF+) in Fig.6(a) through the vacuum 

saturation procedure, 

where we have chosen the pseudoscalar decay constant / F ~ 1.8/71" which agrees 

with a recent measurement [38J as well as theoretical predictions [3,39J. The 

W-exchange transition (j(°IHwIDO) of Fig. 6(b) is found from the nonrelativistic 

approach that was utilized in Eq. (2.27), 

for fD ~ 1.7/71" consistent with theoretical predictions of /F//D ~ 1.1 [3,39J and 

also below the experimental bound of /D < 2.3/71' [26J. 

As opposed to the ]{ -+ rr7r case, final state interactions playa significant 

role in charmed meson decays and so we write the complex D -+ i? 7r amplitudes 

as [15,40,41 J, 

(3Aa) 

(3Ab) 

(3Ac) 
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where the subscripts 1/2 and 3/2 refer to the isospin of the final K1r state. Again, 

we require the complex amplitudes in Eqs. (3,4) to obey the same sum rule as the 

current algebra amplitudes in Eqs. (3.1), M'Kt + v'2111?l1T = M7(~. We insert the 

reduced matrix elements (3.2) and (3.3) into Eqs. (3.1) and separate the latter into 

their isospin components, to find 

a'h'! = Via1/2 + a3/2 ~ 2.85 X 10-6 GeV, 

a~\91T = -a1/2 + Via3/2 ~ -1.08 X 10-6 GeV, 

from which we self-consistently extract, 

6 a1/2 ~ 1.70 x 10- GeV a3/2 ~ 0,44 X 10-6 GeV. 

(3.5a) 

(3.5b) 

(3.5c) 

(3.6) 

Setting the isospin amplitudes (3.6) equal to the corresponding parameters 

in Eqs. (3,4) and computing the magnitudes of the latter, we find the predictions 

IJI;Ii(tl ~ 2.37 x 10-6 GeV, 

11I1YP1T1 ~ 1.91 x 10-6 GeV, 

IM7(~1 ~ 1.32 x 10-6 GeV, 

which agree well with the experimental results [26,42], 

IMj(tlexPt = (2,41 ± 0.07) x 10-6 GeV, 

IM7?1Tlexpt = (1.95 ± 0.16) x 10-6 GeV, 

I.MXtlexpt = (1.28 ± 0.10) x 10-6 GeV. 

(3.7a) 

(3.7b) 

(3.7c) 

(3.8a) 

(3.8b) 

(3.8c) 

In Eqs. (3.7) we have employed the phase shift difference, 181/2 - 83 / 21 ~ 100°, 

found by fitting the complex amplitudes (3,4) to the data in (3.8). While the 
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latter phase shifts are not far from those extracted from strong interaction J( - 7r 

scattering [43J, there is reason to believe that for charmed decays the two are not 

necessarily equal [4lJ. However, one can avoid the latter question by considering 

the following combination, proportional to the sum of the two DO ~ i? 7r branching 

ratios and independent of the phase shifts, 

(3.9a) 

Experimentally, this sum is found to be [26,42J 

(3.9b) 

quite close to the prediction (3.9a). Therefore, with our PCAC prescription we 

can either predict three amplitudes with one fitted phase shift parameter or two 

amplitudes with no parameters. 

3.1.2 D ~ /?J( 

We next examine the Cabibbo-suppressed D ~ R]( decays, for which the 

PCAC consistency requirement (2.17) predicts [37], 

-+ '(}"- T.'"+IH IDO) eLgl\" = -z \. l\. w 

= (l/V2fg)(J(+IHw IF+) (1 - ml/mb) , 

eL~2!\" = -i(/?o J(°IHwIDO) = 0, 

0+ ,(}-:"o}"+IH ID+) eL/(!\" = -z \. \. w 

(3.l0a) 

(3.l0b) 

(3.l0c) 

In contrast to the other decay modes examined so far in this paper, Eqs. (3.10) 

depend on only one reduced matrix element, (J(+IHwIF+), which has two contri

butions, depicted in Figs. 7. The W-pole graph of Fig. 7(a) is computed from the 
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Figure 7. (a) W-pole and (b) W-loop contributions to (J(+IHwIF+). 

vacuum-saturation approximation, as in Eqs. (2.32) and (3.2), 

(3.11) 

where again iF ~ 1.8irr [38J. 

The W -loop contribution of Fig. 7(b) is found in analogy to the calculation of 

(7I'°IHwlJ(0)Wlp in Eqs.(2.19)-(2.24). Similar to the scale b for the s-d transition 

(2.20), we find that the single quark line c - u transition is described by the scale, 

(3.12) 

for the constituent quark masses, ms ~ 0.51 Ge V and 1nd ~ 0.34 Ge V. The c - u 

scale b' in (3.12) is a factor of 17 smaller than the s - d transition b and has the 

opposite sign. As in Eq. (2.24), we then write 

(3.13) 

where the J2 difference with (2.24) is due to the 71'0 state in the latter. Adding 

together the W-pole and W-loop contributions in Eqs. (3.11) and (3.13) we arrive 

at 

(3.14) 
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As in the case of D -t [( 7r, we find that final state interactions play a 

significant role in D -t [(Ie In fact, they give the entire answer for the neutral 

mode DO -t [(0 go, since the current algebra amplitude (3.10b) is zero. The final 

state interactions are incorporated into the decay amplitudes as [41], 

M OO a ei60 a ei6t 
J(J( = 0 - 1 , 

(3.15a) 

(3.15b) 

(3.15c) 

where the subscripts refer to the final state isospin. The factor of 2 in (3.15c) 

follows from demanding that the amplitudes in (3.15) obey the same sum rule as 

the current algebra amplitudes in (3.10), Mj(k - lvIX9g = lvlxt. Inserting the 

predicted reduced matrix element (3.14) into Eqs. (3.10) and separating the latter 

into their isospin components, we find, 

ah-t = ao + al ~ 0.87 x 10-6 GeV, 

00 a a J( J( = ao - al = , 

0+ 'J "'-J a 87 10-6 G V aJ(g=~al"'-J. X e, 

from which we can deduce, 

ao = al ~ 0.435 X 10-6 GeV. 

(3.16a) 

(3.16b) 

(3.16c) 

(3.17) 

Setting the isospin amplitudes in (3.17) equal to the corresponding param

eters in Eqs. (3.15) and taking the absolute magnitude of the latter, we find the 

theoretical predictions, 

IMKkl ~ 0.79 x 10-6 GeV, 

IlvIK~KI ~ 0.37 x 10-6 GeV, 

IlvIJ(j( I ~ 0.87 X 10-6 Ge V, 

(3.18a) 

(3.18b) 

(3.18c) 



which agree fairly well with the experimental results of 

IMj(klexpt = (0.84 ± 0.04) x 10-6 GeV, 

IMf(°J(lexpt = (0.44 ± 0.08) x 10-6 GeV, 

IMY(1(l eX1)t = (0.71 ± 0.09) x 10-6 GeV. 
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(3.19a) 

(3.19b) 

(3.19c) 

In Eqs. (3.18), we have used the phase shift difference, 10o - OIl ~ 500
, found by 

fitting Eqs. (3.15) to the data in (3.19). We can avoid the latter parameter by 

computing the combination, 

which is not far from the experimental result, 

IMh:A-l;x]Jt + I.MK~/\·I~xPt = (0.90 ± 0.10) x 10-12 GeV2
. 

3.1.3 D ~ rrrr 

(3.20a) 

(3.20b) 

We now continue on to the Cabibbo-suppl'essed D ~ rrrr decays, which, 

as expected, closely resemble the J( ~ rrrr decays. Applying PCAC consistency 

through Eqs. (2.17) and (2.10), results in [37J 

a~; = -i(rr+rr-IHwIDO) = (1/J2f7l")(rr+IHwID+), 

a~~ = -i(rrUrrO IHwIDO) = (1/ f7l" )(rrO IHtuIDO), 

a~~ = -i(rr+rroIHwID+) 

= (1/2f7l") [v'2 (rro IHwIDO) - (rr+IH wID+)] , 

(3.21a) 

(3.21b) 

(3.21c) 

which differ only slightly from the corresponding J( ~ rrrr amplitudes in (2.18). 

The reduced matrix elements, appearing in Eqs. (3.21) and depicted in quark 

language in Figs. 8 and 9, are quite similar to those in Figs. 2 and 4. However, as 

we will see, their numerical evaluation will be quite different. 
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Figure 8. (a) W-loop and (b) W-exchange contributions to (7I"°/Hw/DO). 

We begin with the W-loop graph in Fig.S(a) which in analogy to Eqs.(2.24) 

and (3.14), is given by, 

(3.22) 

where we have used the value for b' from (3.12) and have again taken fD/ fir ~ 1.7 

[3,39J. Next we compute the "V-exchange graph of Fig. S(b) which becomes 

utilizing the nonrelativistic W-exchange model as in Eqs. (2.27) and (3.3). Note 

that there are two signs that cancel in (3.23), a GIM sign [32J for the c-d-W vertex 

and another coming from the dd part of the 71"0 state. Adding Eqs. (3.22) and 

(3.23) together, results in 

(3.24) 

observing that the W-loop dominates the W-exchange contribution. 

The W-loop quark graph in Fig. 9(a), being a pure !:l.I = 1/2 transition, is 

related by a Clebsch-Gordon coefficient to Fig. Sea) and Eq. (3.22), 

(3.25) 
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Figure 9. (a) W-Ioop and (b) W-pole contributions to (7r+/Hw /D+). 

The W-pole graph of Fig. D(b) is given by the vacuum saturation procedure, in 

analogy to Eqs. (2.32), (3.2) and (3.11), 

(3.26) 

where the sign in (3.26) is again a GIM sign [32J. Note that for D ~ 7r7r, in 

contrast to J( ~ 7r7r, the W-pole contribution is large compared to that of the W

loop and hence there should be no ~I = 1/2 rule for D ~ 7m. Adding Eqs. (3.25) 

and (3.26) together, results in 

(3.27) 

As in the other D decays, one might expect that final state interactions 

would playa significant role for the D ~ 7r7r modes as well. Therefore, we write 

the complex decay amplitudes as 

(3.28a) 

(3.28b) 

(3.28c) 

where the subscripts refer to the final state isospin. As required, the complex 

amplitudes in (3.28) obey the same sum rule as the current algebra amplitudes 
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in Eqs. (3.21), M:rr- - M~~ = -V2M:~. We next input the reduced matrix 

elements (3.24) and (3.27) into Eqs. (3.21) and separate the latter into their isospin 

components, leading to 

a~; = ao + (2/3)a2 ~ -0.41 x 10-6 GeV, 

a~~ = ao - (4/3)a2 ~ 0.24 x 10-6 GeV, 

a~~ = -V2a2 ~ 0.45 x 10-6 GeV, 

from which we self-consistently extract, 

ao ~ -0.19 x 10-6 GeV a2 ~ -0.33 X 10-6 Ge V. 

(3.29a) 

(3.29b) 

(3.29c) 

(3.30) 

As previously stated, we expect no 6.1 = 1/2 rule for D ~ 7r7r decays, and this 

is evidenced by the fact that in (3.30) the 6.1 = 1/2 amplitude, ao, is actually 

smaller than the 6.1 = 3/2 amplitude, a2. 

tions, 

Inserting the isospin amplitudes (3.30) into Eqs. (3.28), we find the predic-

00 -6 IMrrrrl ~ 0.45 x 10 GeV, 

Il"\1:~1 ~ 0.45 x 10-6 GeV, 

(3.31a) 

(3.31b) 

(3.31c) 

which are in rough agreement with the experimental amplitudes [26,44,45] 

I.M:rr-lexpt = (0.49 ± 0.03) x 10-6 GeV, 

IM~~lexpt = (0.49 ± 0.08) x 10-6 GeV, 

IM:~lexPt = (0.38 ± 0.06) x 10-6 GeV. 

(3.32a) 

(3.32b) 

(3.32c) 
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In computing the theoretical predictions (3.31), we have employed the phase shift 

difference 100 - 021 ~ SO°, which is determined by fitting Eqs. (3.28) to the data 

in (3.32). However, because the experimental amplitudes in (3.32) are not known 

well, 100 - 021 is not well determined and hence neither are M:trr- and M~~ in 

(3.31). To eliminate this phase shift dependence we calculate the sum, 

(3.33a) 

which compares reasonably with the experimental sum [26,44]' 

(3.33b) 

Our prediction (3.33a), for the sum of the DO -jo 7r7r modes, appears to be about 

two standard deviations lower than that found using the newest experimental 

results in (3.33b), while our estimate for D+ -jo 7r+7r 0 in (3.3Ic) is about one 

standard 'deviation from (3.32c). The large measured branching ratio in (3.32c) 

confirms our prediction that D -jo 27r is not /),,! = 1/2 enhanced. 

3.1.4 D -jo 7]i? and 1771' 

We continue next with the Cabibbo-enhanced D -jo 7]J? and the Cabibbo

suppressed D -jo 177r decays, These decays naturally depend on the 7] - 7]' mixing 

angles, which are defined to be 

17]) = cosOIS) - sinOII) = cos¢INS) - sin¢IS), 

17]') = sinOl8) + cosOII) = sin¢INS) + cos¢IS). 

(3.34a) 

(3.34b) 

The angle 0 determines the mixing between the singlet, 11) = (lflU) + Idd) + 
18S) )/V3, and octet, IS) = (Iii,u) + Idd) - 218s) )/V6, states, while the angle ¢ 
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determines the mixing between the nonstrange, INS} = {Iuu} + Idd})/V2, and 

strange, IS} = Iss}, states. The relationship between the two mixing angles is 

found from the preceding definitions for the states and from Eqs. (3.34), 

tan</> = (V2 + tanO)/(l- V2tanO). (3.35a) 

Then using the identity, tan(A + B) = (tanA + tanB)/{l- tanAtanB), with 

A = arctan V2 and B = 0, we find 

</> = 0 + arctan V2. (3.35b) 

There is some uncertainty concerning the precise size of the 17 - 1]' mixing angle, 

with most estimates in the range, 0 ~ _100 ~ -200 [46,47]. It turns out that for 

the decays we are considering, with an 1] in the final state, the amplitudes will be 

proportional to cos 0, which vru'ies by less than five percent over that range. With 

this in mind, we will choose the middle ground and take 0 ~ _150 or </> ~ 400
• 

On the other hand, decays with an 17' in the final state are proportional to sin 0 

and vary much more with O. For this reason and because the 17' is nearly a singlet 

state and relatively heavy, which makes any application of current algebra - PCAC 

suspect, we will not consider decays involving an 1]'. 

Applying our PCAC consistency program to the aforementioned decays, 

results in 

-i(1]j(O IHwIDO} = (cosO/2-!3f,,){ -2 + 3fr'/ fI<: )(j(0 IHwIDO), (3.36a) 

-i(1]7r+IHwID+} = (1/V2f1l')(1]IHwIDO) 

+ (cos B/2-!3ff/)(7r+ IH wID+), (3.36b) 

-i(1]7r°IHwIDO} = {1/2frr)(1]IHwIDO} + {cos 0/2V3ff/)(7r° IHwIDO}, (3.36c) 
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Figure 10. (a) nonstrange W-exchange, (b) strange W-exchange and (c) W-Ioop 

contributions to (l]IHwIDO). 

where we take f,., ~ 1.3f1l' , slightly larger than fl\". Of the four reduced matrix 

elements appearing in Eqs. (3.36), three of them have appeared in previous decays. 

We calculate the new one in the same fashion as the others, from the constituent 

quark graphs of Figs. 10. The c - u W-Ioop contribution of Fig.lO(c), in analogy 

to Eqs. (2.24), (3.14) and (3.22), is given by 

(3.37) 

where we have used the mixing angle for the strange-nonstrange basis. 

The W-exchange contribution comes from the two graphs in Figs.lO(a) and 

lO(b), which together are found to be, 

(3.38) 
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for cos ¢ + V2 sin ¢ = J3 cos 8. There are two minus signs in (3.38), one coming 

from the c-d-W vertex in Fig.IO(a) and the other coming from the - sin ¢ factor 

of Fig. lO(b). Adding together the results in Eqs. (3.37) and (3.38) then gives the 

sum, 

(3.39) 

Since the W-Ioop transition in (3.37) is proportional to cos ¢, it is more sensitive 

to the mixing angle than is the W-exchange transition (3.38). However, when the 

two are added together, the result is virtually independent of the choice of mixing 

angle, over the accepted range. 

Inserting the reduced matrix elements from Eqs. (3.3), (3.24), (3.27) and 

(3.39) into the current algebra amplitudes (3.36), then leads to the predictions, 

-i(1]RO/Hw/DO) ~ -0.47 x 10-6 GeV, (3.40a) 

-i(1]7r+/Hw/D+) ~ (0.55 - 0.12) x 10-6 GeV = 0.43 x 10-6 GeV, (3.40b) 

-i(1]7r° /Hw/DO) ~ (0.39 + 0.05) x 10-6 GeV = 0.44 x 10-6 GeV. (3.40c) 

Note that the Cabibbo-enhanced mode (3.40a) is the same size as the Cabibbo

suppressed modes (3.40b) and (3.40c), resulting from the fact that the Cabibbo

enhanced reduced matrix element, (RO /Hw/DO) from Eq. (3.3), is not much larger 

than the Cabibbo-suppressed Eq. (3.39). In principle, (3.40a) could become larger 

by mixing with the D ~ j? 7r amplitudes via final state interactions, but this would 

require a complicated model-dependent multichannel analysis [48], quite different 

from the simple approach that we have utilized. The predictions (3.40) are in 

reasonable agreement with the experimental results of [26,42J 

/(1]RO/Hw/DO)/expt = (1.2 ± 0.2) x 10-6 GeV, 

/(1]7r+/Hw/D+)/expt = (0.65 ± 0.11) x 10-6 GeV. 

(3.41a) 

(3.41b) 
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3.1.5 F ~ i?J(, J(7r, Tl7r and TlJ( 

We now consider two-body decays of the charmed F(Ds) meson, for which 

our PCAC consistency program gives, 

-i(Tl7r+IHwIF+) = (- cosO/V3f71)(7r+IHwIF+), 

-i(J(°7r+IHwIF+) = (1/V2hd[(7r+IHw ID+) 

(3.42a) 

(3.42b) 

- (1 - fI( / Ill" )(J(+ IHwIF+)] , (3.42c) 

-i(J(+7r°IHwIF+) = (1/2fg) [V2(7r°IHwIDO) 

- (1-hdf11')(J(+IHwIF+)], (3.42d) 

-i(TlJ(+IHwIF+) = (1/V2fg)(TlIHwI DO) 

+ (cosO/2V3f71)(1- 3f,,/hd(J(+IHwIF+), (3.42e) 

(3.42f) 

Because we are now considering the decays of the charmed F meson, the reduced 

matrix elements appearing in Eqs. (3.42) must be on the F mass shell rather than 

the D mass shell, which is only a 10 percent increase, in the square of the masses. 

Since the W-loop and the W-pole contributions are proportional to q2, we rescale 

them up by m}/m1, while the transverse W-exchange amplitudes will remain 

the same. Therefore, (7r+IHwID+) ~ -6.0 X 10-8 GeV2, (J(+IHwIF+) ~ 0.17 X 

10-6 GeV2, (7r+IHwIF+) ~ 0.47 X 10-6 GeV2, (7r°IHwIDO) ~ 2.5 x 10-8 GeV2 

and (TlIHwIDO) ~ 7.4 x 10-8 GeV2. 

Inserting the latter reduced matrix elements into the current algebra am

plitudes (3.42), results in the predictions, 

(3.43a) 
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-i(1]7r+IHwIF+) ~ -2.2 X 10-6 GeV, 

-i(J(°7r+IHwIF+) ~ (-0.37 + 0.23) x 10-6 GeV 

= -0.14 X 10-6 GeV, 

-i(J(+7r°IHwIF+) ~ (0.16 + 0.16) x 10-6 GeV 

= 0.32 X 10-6 GeV, 

-i(1]J(+IHwIF+) ~ (0.46 - 0.86) x 10-6 GeV 

= -0.40 X 10-6 GeV. 

which are in rough agreement with the data [26], 

1(1(+ ](0 IH wIF+) lexpt = (2.2 ± 0.3) x 10-6 GeV 

1(1]71"+ IHwIF+)lexpt = (1.5 ± 0.2) x 10-6 GeV. 

1(J(°7r+IHwIF+)lcxpt < 1.0 x 1O-6 GeV 
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(3.43b) 

(3A3e) 

(3.43d) 

(3.43e) 

(3.44a) 

(3.44b) 

(3A4c) 

There is a problem with the Cabibbo-enhanced mode (3A3a) since it is a factor of 2 

smaller than experiment (3.44a). The other Cabibbo-enhanced mode, Eq. (3A3b) 

is closer to experiment (3.44b), but is too large by 40 percent. We observe, how

ever, that the sum of (3.43a) and (3.43b) does agree with the data, which usually 

suggests that the deviations might be caused by final state interactions. But this 

is considered unlikely, even with a multichannel approach [47], since both final 

states are pure 1 = 1. Alternatively, the differences could be due to contributions 

that are not accounted for by the current algebra. 

Looking at the eighteen two-body charmed decays that we have consid

ered in this section and which are tabulated in Table 2, the agreement with the 

data is quite reasonable. The only free parameters that entered our analysis were 
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Table 2. Theoretical and experimental branching ratios for the 
two-body nonleptonic decays of charmed mesons. 

Mode BRth (%)a BRexpt (%)C 

no ~ 1(-71"+ 3.5b 3.65 ± 0.21 
no ~ g07l"0 2.3b 204 ± OAd 

no -.' 1(- 71"+ + go 71"0 5.S 6.1 ± 0.5 

n+ ~ g07l"+ 2.S 2.6 ± 004 

no ~ 1(-1(+ 0.36b 0041 ± 0.04 
no ~ go 1(0 O.OSb 0.11 ± 0.04 
no ~ ](-J{+ + go ](0 0.44 0.52 ± 0.06 

n+ ~ 1\:0](+ 1.11 0.73 ± O.lS 

no ~ 71"+71"- 0.065b 0.169 ± 0.019 

no ~ 71"071"0 0.06Sb O.OS ± 0.03e 

no ~ 71"+71"- + 71"071"0 0.13 0.25 ± 0.04 

n+ ~ 71"+71"0 0.35 0.24 ± O.OSf 

n° ~ 1]1\:0 0.12 0.76 ± O.lSd 

no ~ 1771"0 0.12 

n+ ~ 1]71"+ 0.28 0.66 ± 0.22 

F+ ~ RO](+ 0.67 2.8 ± 0.7 

F+ ~ 1(071"+ 0.013 < 0.6 
F+ ~ ](+71"0 0.07 

F+ ~ 71"+ 71"0 0 

F+ ~ 1]71"+ 3.1 1.5 ± 004 

F+ ~ 1]1(+ 0.09 

aThe experimental nand F lifetimes [26J were employed to find 
the theoretical branching ratios. 
bFitted phase shift differences were used to compute these branch
ing ratios. 
cSee Ref. [26J, except for d see Ref. [42J, esee Ref. [44], fsee Ref. [45J. 

4S 
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the phase shift differences, which could be eliminated by considering a particu

lar combination of the decay amplitudes. We also chose a specific value for the 

unmeasured decay constant iD, but the latter is constrained by experiment and 

theory to a narrow region of parameter space and should not be considered a free 

parameter. Although there are a few trouble spots, notably Eq. (3.43a), we believe 

that our PCAC consistency - constituent quark model approach has worked rather 

well for the charmed sector. However, we still need to ascertain if there are any 

other contributions to these decays that vanish because of some symmetry of the 

current algebra. 

3.2 Nonresonant Three-Body Charmed Meson Decays 

In this section, we compute the nonresonant three-body decays of the 

charmed mesons. As in the case of the J( -+ 371' decays, the amplitudes A are 

related to t.he decay rate r by the three-body phase space ,integral in Eq. (2.44), 

r = IIAI2, where we again assume that the amplitudes A can be considered as 

if they had no energy dependence, which is also seen experimentally [49]. The 

nonresonant transitions are those where the initial particle decays directly into 

the three-body state without an intermediate resonant decay. For example, in 

D -+ 371' we could have the physical decay chain, D -+ p7l' -+ 371', which then must 

be subtracted from the total branching ratio in order to determine the nonreso

nant contribution. To calculate these nonresonant transitions, we again use the 

extension of the two-body PCAC consistency requirement (2.17) that was used in 

Eq. (2.40) for the J( -+ 371' decays. 

We begin with the Cabibbo-suppressed D -+ 371' decay modes for which our 
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triple PCAC consistency prescription (2.17) gives, 

A~:1T- = -i(7I'+7I'+7I'-IHwID +) = (1/V2f71')(7I'+7I'-IHwIDO), 

A+oO - -i(7I'+7I'°7l'°IH ID+) 1T1T1T - w 

= (1/2V2f1T) [(7I'°7l'°IHwIDO) - V2(7I'+7I'°IHwID+)] 

= (1/2V2f1T )(7I'+7I'-IH wIDO), 

= (1/4f1l") [(7I'+7I'-IHwIDO) + J2(7I'+7I'°IHwID+)] 

= (1/4f1T)(7I'°7l'°IHwIDO), 
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(3A5a) 

(3A5b) 

(3A5c) 

(3A5d) 

where we have used the D ~ 71'71' sum rule, J.1:1T- - M~~ = -J2~M:~, to deduce 

the final equalities in (3A5b) and (3A5c). As expected, the amplitudes (3.45) are 

similar in structure to those of J( ~ 371' in Eqs. (2.42). Because the theoretical 

DO ~ 271' amplitudes in Eqs. (3.31) are not well determined, we employ Eqs. (3.32) 

in (3.45) to predict 

IA~:1T-1 ~ 3.7 x 10-6
, 

IA~~~I ~ 1.9 x 10-6
, 

IA~t; I ~ 1.3 X 10-6
, 

IA~~01T1 ~ 4.0 x 10-6
• 

(3.46a) 

(3.46b) 

(3A6c) 

(3.46d) 

To compare with experiment, we need the values of the three-body phase 

space integrals from Eq.(2.44), which we compute to be, l( ++-) ~ 4.88, l( +00) ~ 

4.92,1(0 + -) ~ 9.75 and 1(000) ~ 1.64, all in units of 10-5 GeV. There is only 
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one measured nonresonant D ~ 371" branching ratio available [26], from which we 

deduce, 

(3,47a) 

in rough agreement with the prediction (3,46a). There is also a measurement of 

the total branching ratio for the (+ - 0) mode [26], 

(3,47b) 

which provides an upper bound for the nonresonant prediction in (3,46c). 

We continue with the five Cabibbo-enhanced D ~ I?71"71" decay modes. 

Since these decays involve a mixture of lmons and pions there is no longer a bose 

symmetry conflict where we need to add additional statistical factors, as in the 

case of ]( ~ 371" and D ~ 371'. Therefore our triple PCAC consistency prescription 

becomes [37], 

!vI = ~MCCI + 1I1CC2 + 1I1CC3. (3,48) 

Applying Eq. (3.48) to the D ~ R 71"71" decays, then results in the amplitudes [37] 

= (v''2/lId[U/\/irr)(](-7I'+IHwIDO) 

+ (1- iK/irr )(R°71"+IHw ID+)] , (3,49a) 

A~t~71' = -i{R°71"+71"° IH wID+) 

= (1/2lId [(lId i71')V2{I?°71"°IHwIDO) - (R°71"+ IHwID+)] , 

AK~~ = -i{](-71"+71"°IHw IDO) 

= (1/2lId [(](-71"+IHwIDO) + (1 - lId i71')V2{I?071"°IHwIDO)] , 

(3,49b) 

(3,49c) 
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= (1/../2Jf() [Uf( / Jrr)(I?°7l"+IHwID+} 

+ (1- JIdJrr)(K-7I"+IHwIDO)], (3.49d) 

-0 01 I O} = (-I/Jg)(1-2JIdJrr)(K 71" Hw D . (3,4ge) 

Note that in Eqs. (3.49b) and (3.4gc) we have neglected the 1:::..1 = 2 reduced 

matrix element, (7I"+7I"°IHwIF+), which PCAC consistency predicted to be zero 

in Eq. (3,42f). By using the D ~ I? 71" sum rule, MK~ + ...;2MX9rr = .MJ(~, to 

eliminate, for example, (R°7l"°IHwIDO), from Eqs. (3.49b) and (3.49c), we find the 

D ~ I? 71"71" relations, 

A -+o - AO+o - A-++/2 '? grrrr - - grrrr - Krrrr V ~. (3.50) 

Inserting the complex forms for the D ~ 1\.71" amplitudes, given in Eqs.(3,4), 

into the above Eqs. (3.49) and using the predicted values for al/2 and a3/2 found 

in Eq. (3.6) and the fitted phase shift difference, 81/ 2 - 83 / 2 ~ 100°, we predict the 

nonresonant magnitudes, 

~ 36 X 10-6 , 

IA 0+0 I = IA -++ II? '2 ,...., 13 X 10-6 
Krrrr grrrr ~v L. ,...., , 

(3.51a) 

(3.51b) 

(3.5Ic) 
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IA~t7r-;1 = (l/V2lId [2(1 - lId f7r)2a~/2 + (1 + 2lId frr?a5/2 

]

1/2 
+ 2V2(1- lId f7r)(l + 2lId f7r)al/2 a3/2 COS(01/2 - 03/2) 

~ 11 X 10-6 , (3.51d) 

(3.51e) 

To compare the above amplitudes to the measured nonresonant decay rates, 

we calculate the three-body phase space integrals, l( - + +) ~ 3.09, 1(0 + 0) ~ 

l( - + 0) ~ 6.16, 1(0 + -) ~ 6.09 and 1(000) ~ 3.07, all in units of 10-5 GeV, 

which then lead to the experimental decay amplitudes [26,42], 

IAA·t; lexpt = (37 ± 2) x 10-6
, 

IA~\t7r°7rlexPt = (11 ± 4) x 10-6
, 

IAA·t~leXl)t = (17 ± 5) x 10-6
, 

IA~/7r-;lexPt = (21 ± 3) x 10-6
, 

IA~\q~7rlexPt = (21 ± 4) x 10-6
, 

(3.52a) 

(3.52b) 

(3.52c) 

(3.52d) 

(3.52e) 

again assuming that the amplitudes A are effectively constant. For the most part, 

the PCAC consistency predictions in Eqs. (3.51) agree with the data in (3.52). 

We continue on to the seven Cabibbo-suppressed D -+ R J( IT decay modes, 

again applying the triple PCAC consistency relation (3.48), to find, 

A-++ - .( 1..'- 1. .... + +IH ID+) 
I<](7r - -z 1\. 1\. IT w 

= (l/V2lId [(lId f7r)(J(- J(+IHwI DO) 

+ (l.-lIdf7r)(R°J(+I HwID+)] 

= (l/V2lId [U](/ f7r)(RO J(°IHwIDO) + (RO J(+IHwID+)] , (3.53a) 



A~k11' = -i(R°J(°7l"+/Hw/D+) 

= (1/V2/1() [(I{07l"+ /Hw/F+) + (lId /11')([{0 1(° /Hw/DO) 

- (1 - lId /11')(RO J(+/Hw/D+)] 

= (1/0./1() [(J(07l"+/Hw/ F+) + (lId /11')(J(- f{+/Hw/DO) 
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- ([{O J(+/Hw/D+)] , (3.53b) 

A~1I~11' = -i(RO J(+7I"°/Hw/D+) 

= (1/2/[() [(1(+7I"°/Hw/F+) - (2 - /[( / /11')(J?0 J(+/Hw/D+)] , (3.53c) 

AK~t11' = -i(J(-1(°7l"+/Hw/DO) 

= (l/V2/K) [(1(071"+ /Htu/F+) 

- (1 - lId /11')( (J(- J(+/Hw/DO) - (1(0 J(°/Hw/DO))] 

= (1/V2IId[(f{°7l"+/Htu /F+) - (1- /[(//rr)(R°J(+/Hw/D+)] , (3.53d) 

A~1I0rr = -i(RO J(+7I"-/Hw/DO) 

= (l/V2/K) [(lId/rr)(J?°1(+/Hw/D+) 

+ (1 - lId /11')( (f{- 1(+/Hw/DO) - (J?o J(°/Hw/DO))] 

A~2J(11' = -i(J?o 1(°71"° /H w/DO) = (1/2/[( )(J?o 1(0 /Hw/DO), 

AKt°11' = -i(1(-1(+71"0 /Hw/DO) = {1/2/[( )(1(- J(+/H w/DO). 

(3.53e) 

(3.53f) 

(3.53g) 

To obtain the final equalities in Eqs. (3.53a) - (3.53e), we have utilized the sum 

rule, MKk - MR9J( = NIJ(t, for the D ~ J?J( amplitudes in Eqs. (3.15). 

Because the two-body amplitudes in (3.53) are, in general, complex, one 

cannot simply input their magnitudes into Eqs.(3.53). As in the case of D ~ R7I"7I", 

we employ the complex forms (3.15) along with the predicted isospin amplitudes 

from Eq. (3.17), ao = al ~ 0.44 X 10-6 GeV, and the fitted phase shift difference, 
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/80 - 81 / ~ 50°, to compute the magnitudes, 

]

1/2 
+ 2(lIdf.rr)(2 - hdlrr)cos(80 - 8J) 

~ 5.0 X 10-6 , (3.54a) 

/A~~trr/ = (ao/V2lId [(lId Irr? + (2 - lId Irr)2 

]

1/2 
- 2(lId lrr )(2 - lId Irr) cos( 80 - 8d 

~ 2.6 X 10-6 , 

/A~?i<rr/ ~ 5.4 x 10-6
, 

/A~2J(rr/ ~ 1.6 x 10-6
, 

/AKtorr/ ~ 3.5 x 10-6
• 

(3.54b) 

(3.54c) 

(3.54d) 

(3.54e) 

Since we do not know the final state interaction phase shifts for the F ~ J( 7r 

transitions, we cannot reliably compute the amplitudes in Eqs. (3.53b)-(3.53d). 

However, the F ~ J(rr contribution in (3.53b) is small enough so that we can 

neglect it and compute the prediction in (3.54b). The three-body phase space 

integrals for the relevant D ~ i? J(rr decay modes are 1( - + +) ~ 3.25, J(OO+) ~ 

3.19, J(O + -) ~ 3.18, 1(000) ~ 3.17 and J( - + 0) ~ 3.24 in units of 10-5 GeV. 

The measured nonresonant D ~ i? J( 7r branching ratios [26J and the corresponding 

phase space integrals then lead to the amplitudes, 

/AKt~/expt = (8.7 ± 0.9) x 10-6 

/A~?i(rr/expt = (13 ± 4) x 10-6
, 

(3.55a) 

(3.55b) 

which are roughly consistent with the predictions in Eqs. (3.54a), and (3.54c). 
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The final D meson decay modes that we examine are the three D -+ i? R J( 

decays, for which our triple PCAC consistency relation (3.48) determines 

~ 27 X 10-6 , 

AOOO .(},o}~"O}"o IH IDO) 0 [( g g = -'l \. \. \. w =. 

(3.56a) 

(3.56b) 

(3.56c) 

Since our theoretical prediction for (RO J(+ IHwIF+) in Eq. (3.43a) is somewhat 

lower than the data, we have employed the corresponding experimental amplitude 

from Eq. (3.44a) in Eqs. (3.56). Even so, the results in (3.56) are again both about 

a factor of two lower than the measured values [26J, 

IA~\9tglexPt = (56±6) x 10-6 

IA~\~t[(lexPt = (28 ± 2) x 10-6
• 

(3.57a) 

(3.57b) 

However, the ratio between the two is correctly predicted in Eqs. (3.56). To 

determine Eqs. (3.57), we have utilized the three-body phase space integrals, 

1(00+) ~ 0.528 and 1(0 - +) ~ 1.05, in units of 10-5 GeV. Although the ex-

perimental results in Eqs. (3.57) are not necessarily the nonresonant amplitudes, 

the expected dominant resonant decay chain, D -+ R¢ -+ RRJ(, either is for

bidden, as in (3.57a), or has been subtracted out, as in (3.57b). The preceding 

nonresonant three-body predictions are listed as branching ratios in Table 3. 

3.2.2 F -+ 37l", J( 7l"7l", I? J( 7l" and I?](]( 

We now continue on to the nonresonant three-body decays of the charmed 

F meson. The first decay modes that we consider are the Cabibbo-enhanced 
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Table 3. Theoretical and experimental branching ratios for the 
three-body nonresonant nonleptonic decays of charmed mesons. 

Mode 

n+ ~ 71"+71"+71"-

n+ ~ 71"+71"071"0 

no ~ 71"071"+71"-

no ~ 71"071"0 71"0 

n+ ~ ](-71"+71"+ 

n+ ~ R°7l"+71"° 

no ~ ](-71"+71"0 

no ~ R 07l"+71"-

no ~ R 0 7l"07l"0 

n+ ~ ](- ](+71"+ 

n+ ~ RO ](071"+ 

no ~ ](- ](+ 71"0 

no ~ RO ](+71"-

no ~ RO ](0 71"0 

n+ ~ [(0[(01(+ 

no ~ RO ](-](+ 

no ~ ](s](s1(s 

p+ ~ 71"+71"+71"-

p+ ~ 71"+71"071"0 

p+ ~ ](+71"+71"-

p+ ~ 1(+71"071"0 

p+ ~ ](071"+71"0 

p+ ~ ](-1(+ 71"+ 

F+ ~ RO ](071"+ 

F+ ~ [(0 ](+ 71"0 

F+ ~ ](- ](+ ](+ 

p+ ~ RO ](0 ](+ 

BRth (%)a 

0.11 

0.029 
0.011 

0.017 

6.5 

1.7 

0.66 

0.47 

1.0 

0.13 

0.035 

0.025 

0.059 
0.0052 

0.62 

0.13 

0 

0 

0 

0.045 

0.023 

0.027 

0.60 

0.17 

0.38 

0.053 

0.026 

BRexpt (%)h 

0.22 ± 0.06 

1.5 ± 1.0c 

6.7 ± 0.8 

1 2+1.0 
· -0.7 

11+0 •8 
· -0.6 

1.8 ± 0.5 

0.9 ± 0.3e 

0.40 ± 0.08 

037+0·22 
· -0.18 

2.7 ± 0.6d 

0.52 ± 0.09d 

0.089 ± 0.025c 

0.80 ± 0.30 

0.14 ± 0.20c 

0.81 ± 0.30 

aWe have used the experimental nand F lifetimes [26] to compute 
the theoretical branching ratios. 
bSee Ref. [26], except for esee Ref. [42]. 
CTotal or d total minus rP ~ R]( branching ratios, which are only 
an upper bound to the nonresonant contributions. 
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F 4 37r decays, which our PCAC consistency method predicts to be zero, just 

like the F+ 4 7r+7r0 amplitude, 

-i(7r+7r+7r-/Hw/F+) = 0, 

-i(7r°7r°7r+/Hw/F+) = O. 

(3.58a) 

(3.58b) 

The results in (3.58) pose a problem for our procedure since there is a measurement 

of the decay mode in (3.58a) [26] and, as expected for a Cabibbo-enhanced decay, 

it turns out to be fairly large, 

(3.59) 

for the three-body phase space integral, I( + + -) ~ 5.22 X 10-5 GeV. One possi

bility for the discrepancy between (3.58a) and (3.59) is that there are other contri-

butions to these decays that the current algebra fails to include, which might also 

account for some of the other discrepancies we have encountered in the charmed 

decays. We will discuss this possibility later in the conclusion. 

The next decay modes that we consider are the three Cabibbo-suppressed 

F 4 J(7r7r decays, which the triple PCAC consistency relation (3.48) predicts to 

be 

= (1/v'2lId [(7r+7r-/Hw/DO) - (1- lId frr)(J(07r+/Hw/F+)] , 

B1<~~ = -i(J(+7r°7r°/Hw/F+) 

(3.60a) 

= (1/v'2lId [(7r0 7r0 /H w/DO) - (1 - lId frr )V2(]{+ 7r0 /H w/F+)], (3.60b) 

= (1/2f/() [V2(7r+7r0 /Hw/D+) 

+ (1 - f/( / frr) ((J(0 7r+ /Hw/F+) - v'2(]{+7r0 /H w/F+))] ,(3.60c) 
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and where we have used the symbol B to distinguish the amplitudes in (3.60) 

from the corresponding D meson decays. Note that the current algebra ampli

tudes (3.60) obey the sum rule, Bt;;; + J2B~!rr°rr = Bk~orr' Since the F -. J(7r 

transitions are suppressed by the factor 1 - lId frr and contribute negligibly to 

Eqs. (3.60), we employ only the D -. 7r7r amplitudes from Eqs. (3.32), to find 

I Bt;;; I ~ 3.1 x 10-6
, 

IBt~orrl ~ 3.1 x 10-6
, 

IBKt~1 ~ 2.4 x 10-6
, 

(3.61a) 

(3.61b) 

(3.61c) 

To compare the predictions in (3.61) with the experimental decay rates, we 

compute the relevant three-body phase space integrals using Eq.(2.44), J( ++-) ~ 

6.89, I( +00) ~ 3.47 and J(O + 0) ~ 6.87, all in units of 10-5 GeV. The only 

F -. J(7r7r measurement is of the total branching ratio for F+ -. J(+7l"+7r- [26], 

which leads to the experimental amplitude, 

(3.62) 

The nonresonant prediction in (3.61a) is near the bound imposed by the experi-

mental result in (3.62). 

We next apply the triple PCAC consistency relation (3.48) to the three 

Cabibbo-enhanced decay modes, F -. [( J( 7r, resulting in the amplitudes, 

BKt~ = -i(J(-J(+7l"+IHwIF+) 

= (l/V2fK) [(I{-7l"+IHwIDO) + (1 - lId frr )(J(+ [(0 IHwIF+)] , (3.63a) 

B~~j(rr = -i([(O J(°7l"+IHwIF+) 

= (l/V2IId [(j?07l"+ IHwID+) - (1 - lId frr )(J(+ [(OIHwIF+)] , (3.63b) 
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B~ii~7r = _i([(O ](+7I"°IHwIF+) 

= (1/v'2fld [([(071"0 IHwIDO) - v'2(1 - lId f7r )(](+ ROIH wIF+)], (3.63c) 

which obey the sum rule, BKt~ + V2BJii~7r = B~tJ<7r' To compute Eqs. (3.63), we 

again neglect the suppressed F ~ R]( transition and utilize only the theoretical 

D ~ [(71" amplitudes from Eqs. (3.7), to predict 

I Bj(kt I ~ 15 x 10-6
, 

IBJlt7r1 ~ 8 x 10-6
, 

IBJ(j~1r1 ~ 12 x 10-6
• 

(3.64a) 

(3.64b) 

(3.64c) 

Since the F ~ R]( transition is somewhat large, the solutions (3.64b) and (3.64c) 

are not as well determined as (3.64a), where F ~ R]( contributes less. 

The three-body phase space integrals for the F ~ R]( 71" decays are, 1( - + 

+) ~ 3.91, 1(00+) ~ 3.84 and 1(0 + 0) ~ 3.90, in units of 10-5 GeV. There is one 

measured nonresonant F ~ R J( 71" mode [26], which is given by 

(3.65) 

and agrees well with the predicted value in (3.64a). 

The final charmed meson decays that we will examine are the two Cabibbo

suppressed modes of F ~ R J( J( for which our triple PCA C consistency relation 

(3.48) gives, 

--i(](-J(+](+IHwIF+) = (h/fK)(J(+](-IHwIDO) ~ 9.8 x 10-6 , (3.66a) 

-i(Ro](o J(+IHwlF+) = (1/v'2fg) [(RO J(°IHwIDO) + (RO ](+IHwID+)] 

= (1/v'2fK )(](+ ](-IHwIDO) ~ 4.9 x 10-6
, (3.66b) 
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where we have utilized the D -l- i(J( sum rule, M'Kt - M7l[( = MJ<1<, to de

duce the second equality in (3.66b). The theoretical D -l- I? J( amplitudes from 

Eqs. (3.18) were used to compute the numerical predictions in (3.66). The three

body phase space integrals for the F -l- R J( J( decays are, 1( - + +) ::::: 0.803 

and 1(00+) ~ 1.56, in units of 10-5 GeV. At this time there are no measured 

F -l- R J( J( decay modes. 
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CHAPTER 4 

BARYON DECAYS 

4.1 Pole Model for B -+ B'rr and B', 

In this chapter we examine the seven B -+ B'rr and the five B -+ B', 

baryon decays and find that they can be expressed in terms of six baryon-baryon 

reduced matrix elements. As in the preceding meson decays, these reduced matrix 

elements are computed from the constituent quark model via W-mediated loop 

(Wlp) and W-exchange (Wx) graphs. We begin with the pionic modes, where the 

most general form of the decay amplitude contains both parity-violating (pv) and 

parity-conserving (pc) parts [1,22], 

(4.1a) 

where A is the pv s-wave amplitude and B is the pc p-wave amplitude. The 

structure of (l!.la) then leads to the following forms for the decay rate and the 

asymmetry parameter, 

f(B -+ B'rr) = (pj87rm~)(a2 + b2), 

a(B -+ B'7r) = 2abj(a2 + b2), 

for a = [(mB + mB,)2 - m;] 1/2 A and b = [(mB - mB,)2 _ m;] 1/2 B. 

( 4.1b) 

( 4.1c) 

Using the experimental decay widths and asymmetry parameters [26], we 

have tabulated the resulting s- and p-wave amplitudes in Table 4. We have as

sumed in (4.1) that the amplitudes A and B are real, which means that we are in 

effect neglecting final state interactions. However, this is not a serious omission 
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Table 4. Observed baryon B -)0 B'7r decay amplitudes. 

Mode A (10- 6 ) B (10-6 ) 

A -)0 P7r- (A~) 0.323 ± 0.002 2.20 ± 0.05 

A -)0 n7r° (A8) -0.237 ± 0.003 -1.59 ± 0.14 

E+ -)0 P7r° (Eri) -0.326 ± 0.011 2.67 ± 0.15 

E+ -)0 n7r+ (Et) 0.014 ± 0.003 4.22 ± 0.01 

E- -)0 n7r- (E=) 0.427 ± 0.002 -0.14 ± 0.02 

3- -)0 A7r- (3:) -0.450 ± 0.002 1.75 ± 0.06 

3° -)0 A7r° (38) 0.344 ± 0.006 -1.22 ± 0.07 

since final state interactions will in general not change the amplitudes in Table 4 

by much, usually less than the quoted error. Since only the ratio alb and its sign 

are experimentally determined, there are in general four solutions for each decay 

mode. To determine the values in Table 4, we have constrained the amplitudes A 

and B to obey the SU(2) !J.I = 1/2 relations, A~ = -J2A8, J2Eci + E: = Et 

and 3: = -\1'238, as well as the SU(3) Lee-Sugawara sum rule [50], A~ + 23: = 
V3Eci. Even after these constaints there are still a number of possible solutions. 

We therefore further demand that A(Et) ~ 0, as required by the current algebra, 

and of the remaining solutions, we choose the one that gives the best fit to the 

s-wave Lee-Sugawara sum rule, as opposed to the p-wave. Of course there will 

always remain an ambiguous overall sign, which we choose such that A~ is positive. 

As in the meson decays, we write the decay amplitude in the form M = 

Mp - Mp(O) + NIce [9,51J. With a baryon in the final state, one cannot apply 

the PCAC consistency program to these decays and so we must calculate the 

appropriate baryon pole graphs, which are depicted in Figs. 11. In turns out that 

analogous graphs, with meson intermediate states and involving meson-meson 
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Figure 11. Baryon pole graphs for B --. B'1I". 
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reduced matrix elements that we have already determined in previous sections, 

are much smaller than the graphs of Figs. 11 and so we neglect them henceforth. 

Of the possible baryon intermediate states, we consider contributions from spin 1/2 

octet and spin 3/2 decuplet baryons. There exists a general theorem [52], which 

requires (B'IHE,vIB) --. 0, in the SU(3) limit, when Band B' are octet baryons. 

This means that for the B --. B'1I" decays, the amplitudes A and B can be reduced 

to A ~ Ace + A IO and B ~ Bs + B lO , where the subscripts 8 and 10 refer to pole 

terms with octet and decuplet intermediate states respectively. If at all possible, 

we prefer to avoid dealing with the complications of spin 3/2 propagators. Since 

it is expected that AIO rv BlO [51J and because A « B, we conclude that decuplet 

intermediate states contribute more to the pv A amplitudes than to the pc B 

amplitudes. This being the case, we make the further approximation that B ~ Bs 

and determine the baryon reduced matrix elements only from the latter. 

Restricting the intermediate states in Figs. 11 to octet baryons, the pole 

graphs are written as [1,9,51,53J 

[ 
(B"IHPCIB) 

-Ms(B --. B' P) = UB' gPB' B",S J} W 

- mB" 

(B'IH!:,cIB") ] +.,J gPB"B,S UB· 
I! - mB" 

(4.2a) 

On mass shell, the'; operators in the first and second terms in (4.2a) operate 
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Table 5. Strong coupling constants, gPB' B. 

g7r- pn' g7r+np = y'2g R: 19.0 

g7r0 pp, -g7r°nn =g R: 13.4 

g7r0EOA, g7r°AEO, g7!"-AE-, 

g7!"+ AE+, g7!"- E+ A = -jadpg R: 9.8 

g7!"0E+E+, g7r- EOE-, -g7l'+EOE+ = 2fpg R: 9.8 

g7l'0'20'2 0 = g(f - d)p R: -3.6 

g7l'-'2 0 '2- = y'2g(d - f)p R: 5.1 

respectively to the right and to the left on the corresponding spinors, which yields 

the on-shell amplitude, 

(4.2b) 

In the soft limit, the 11 operates in the opposite directions, picking up a relative 

minus sign when commuted through the /'5, and hence the soft pole amplitude 

becomes, 

( 4.2c) 

Because the on-shell amplitude (4.2b) is much larger than the soft amplitude 

(4.2c), we will hereafter ignore the latter. We assume that the strong interaction 

vertices in Figs. 11 conserve SU(3) and can therefore be determined from the 

standard form [1,9,51], 

for g = g7l'N N R: 13.4 and where we take the pseudoscalar (d/ f)p ratio to be 

approximately equal to the axial ratio (d/ f)A R: 1.74 [54] via PCAC [9,51]. The 

resulting couplings are tabulated in Table 5. 
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Applying the general form for the pole graphs in Eq. (4.2b) to the five non-B 

decay modes and using B ~ Ba, we find [53] 

(4.4a) 

(4.4b) 

( 4.4e) 

where, for example, N refers to the nucleon mass. Using the experimental p-wave 

amplitudes from Table 4 and the strong interaction couplings given in Table 5, we 

find self-consistently from (4.4), the reduced matrix elements, 

(p/H~C/E+) = -(188 ± ll)eV, 

(n/Hft,c/EO) = (133 ± 8)eV, 

(n/Hivc/A) = -(90 ± 6) eV. 

( 4.5a) 

(4.5b) 

( 4.5c) 

The errors in (4.5) are correlated and correspond only to the uncertainty in the 

experimental amplitudes and deviations in the fit and do not include any estimate 

of additional contributions to the pole amplitudes (e.g., B IO or Ba(O)). After 

solving for (p/Hivc/E+) from Eq.(4.4a), we have used the 6.[ = 1/2 rule to compute 

(n/Hl:,c/EO) in (4.5b). The five equations in (4.4) are not independent, two of them 

can be eliminated through 6.[ = 1/2 sum rules. This leaves two independent 

equations from which to solve for (n/Hl:,c/A) in (4.5c). 
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Figure 12. Baryon pole graphs for B -10 B',. 

For a.n additional test of the scales in Eqs. (4.5), we turn to the radiative 

decays, B -10 B'" where the most general form for the decay amplitude is [1,22J 

( 4.6a) 

which results in the decay rate and asymmetry parameter having the forms 

( 4.6b) 

( 4.6c) 

assuming that the pc C and pv D amplitudes are real. Employing the experimental 

decay widths and asymmetry parameters [26,55J in Eqs.(4.6b) and (4.6c), we have 

computed the amplitudes in Table 6. Of the possible solutions, we have taken 

those where C > D. For A -10 n" which has no measured asymmetry parameter, 

we choose lal IV 1, consistent with E+ -10 p, and theoretical predictions [51,55J. 

Choosing lal lV 0 results in C(A -10 n,) ~ 1.9 X 10-7 . For the decay 2- -10 E-" 

which also has no measured asymmetry parameter, we choose a ~ 0, consistent 

with 2° -10 EO, and also expected theoretically since the decuplet contribution to 

this decay mode vanishes in the SU(3) limit [51J. 

For the radiative decays, we consider only the on-shell pole amplitudes, 

M = M p , found from the baryon pole graphs of Figs. 12. With octet and decuplet 
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Table 6. Observed baryon B --. B', decay amplitudes. 

Mode ICI (10-7
) IDI (10- 7

) 

r:+ --. p, 156+0.07 
• -0.13 0.8 ± 0.2 

A --. n, 1.3 ± 0.111. 1.3 ± 0.111. 

S- --. r:-, 1.4 ± 0.3b Ob 

SO --. L:0, 417+0.03 
· -0.13 

04+0.7 
. -0.4 

SO --. A, 113+0.02 
• -0.10 

02+0·3 
• -0.2 

lI.Assuming that lal ~ 1, as for r:+ --. p" and bassuming that 
D ~ 0, as expected from SU(3) symmetry. Errors in these two 
cases are from the branching ratios only. 
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intermediate states, we write the amplitudes as C ~ Ca + ClO and D ~ D lO , where 

the latter follows again from (B'IHiuVIB) ~ 0 [52J. Assuming that the decuplet 

contributions are smaller than the octet contributions leads us to our previous 

assumption that C > D and also allows us to make the further approximation 

that C ~ Ca, as in the previous pion decays. Therefore, in analogy to Eq. (4.2b), 

we find from Eq. (4.6a) and the pole graphs of Figs. 12, that the pc amplitudes are 

[51,53,56J 

-C
a 

= liB"B' (B"IHiuc/B) + (B'/H~c/B") liBB" (4.7) 
ma" + mB' mB - ma" 1nB' - 1nB" 1nB + ma" 

The anomalous magnetic moments Ii are found from the magnetic moments p 

through the relation, liBB' = (ma + mB' /2mN )PBB' - Q, where Q is the charge 

of the particle (±1,0) and P is in nuclear magnetons. We use the experimental 

values for the magnetic moments It to find the numerical values listed in Table 7, 

except where there is no measured value or where there is too delicate of c:.n 

SU(3) cancellation (e.g., r:+ --. p,) [53,56J. In the latter cases we employ SU(3) 

symmetry to compute Ii. 
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Table 7. Anomalous baryon magnetic moments. 

"'p ~ 1.79 "'D+ ~ 1.7911. "'D- ~ -0.48 

"'n ~ -1.91 "'DO ~ 0.9011. "'2- ~ 0.04 

"'A. ~ -0.73 "'Ell. ~ 2.0h "'2° ~ -1.75 

II.Value or hsign from SU(3), all other ",'s found from the experi
mental magnetic moments [26]. 
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Applying the form of the pole amplitude (4.7) to the two non-2 radiative 

decays, we see that [53,56J 

-cp:::+ ~ p,) ~ ("'p _ "'E+) (pIHl:,cIE+) 
2N 2B E-N 

~ 1.5 x 10-7 GeV- 1, ( 4.8a) 

-C(A ~ ) ~ (!5.!!:.. _ "'A.) (n/Hl:,c/A) _ "'Ell. (nIHl:,cIEO) n, 2N 2A A - N E + A E - N 

~ 1.0 X 10-7 GeV- 1, (4.8b) 

where the numerical values result from using the reduced matrix elements found in 

Eqs. (4.5). The solution (4.8a) is quite close to the observed amplitude in Table 6, 

while (4.Sb) is slightly lower than experiment. Possible solutions to the latter 

are either a larger pv decuplet contribution to D, making C < D, or a small pc 

decuplet contribution to C. In any case, the reduced matrix elements in Eqs. (4.5) 

are consistent with the radiative decay modes via the octet pole graphs. 

We turn next to the:::: decays. We examine first the three radiative modes, 

which involve two unknowns, rather than the pionic modes which have essentially 

one independant equation for the same two unknowns. As in Eqs. (4.8), we deter

mine the pole amplitudes from Eq. (4.7), and find [53,56] 

( 4.9a) 
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_C('=o ~ EO ) ~ (~EO _ ~:::O) (EOIH~CI30) + ~EA (AIH~CI3°) (49b) 
...... 'Y 2E 23 3 - E E + A 3 - A ' . 

_C('=o ~ AO ) ~ (~A _ ~:::O) (AIH~CI3°) ~EA (EOIH~CI3°) (49) 
...... 'Y 2A 23 3 - A + E + A 3 _ E . . c 

From the experimental amplitudes in Table 6 and the anomalous magnetic mo

ments in Table 7, we deduce that the three reduced matrix elements in Eqs. (4.9) 

are roughly, 

(E-IH~CI3-) = -(75 ± 16) eV, 

(EOIH!~CI30) = (53 ± 11) eV, 

(AIH~CI30) = -(175 ± 35) eV, 

(4.lOa) 

(4.10b) 

( 4.lOc) 

where the errors are again correlated and do not include estimates of other con-

tributions to the pole amplitudes. We computed (4.10a) directly from Eq. (4.9a) 

and then used the I:1I = 1/2 rule to determine (4.10b), leaving two equations to 

fit (4.10c). 

We look to the pionic modes to independently test the scales in Eqs. (4.10). 

As in Eqs. (4.4) we determine the pole terms from Eq. (4.2b), which results in [53J 

~ 1.5 X 10-6 , ( 4.11a) 

( ~O IHpcl'=O) (AIHpcl'=O) 
-B(3g) ~ 9rrOAEO .:...J 3 ~u E...... - 9rrO:::O:::O :::: ~ A ...... 

~ -1.0 X 10-6, ( 4.11b) 

where we have utilized the strong interaction coupling constants from Table 5 

and the reduced matrix elements in (4.10) to compute the numerical estimates in 

(4.11). The latter are not far from the experimental amplitudes in Table 4. We 
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Table 8. Pole model and experiment VB. theoretical W-exchange plus 
W-Ioop transitions. 

Expt. (eV) Wx (eV) Wlp (eV) Wx + Wlp (eV) 

(pIHl:,cp:;+) -188±1l -87 -60 -147 

(nIHl:,c lEO) 133±8 62 42 104 

(nIH~CIA) -90±6 -36 -70 -106 

(E-IHl:,cI3-) -75±16 0 -70 -70 

(EOIH~CI3°) 53±1l 0 50 50 

(AIH~CI3°) -175±50 -72 -83 -155 

have listed the six baryon reduced matrix elements from Eqs. (4.5) and (4.10) in 

Table 8. Four of the six can be considered independent, since we have used the 

t:::..I = 1/2 rule to determine two of them. We find that the octet pole model, with 

four reduced matrix element parameters, consistently fit four independent pionic 

and five independent radiative decay modes. This leads us to conclude that the 

estimates we have found for these reduced matrix elements are reasonable and 

consistent with the data. 

4.2 Constituent Quark Model Calculation of (B'IH~CIB) 

Now that we have determined a self-consistent set of 'experimental' values 

for the baryon reduced matrix elements, we turn to the theoretical discussion. 

There are in general two contributions to these matrix elements, as seen in the 

W-exchange and W-Ioop graphs of Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) respectively. The W

exchange amplitude is again found by performing a nonrelativistic reduction [27], 

virtually identical to that in Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26) for Fig.2(b). The result for 

the baryon-baryon reduced matrix elements is the following effective W -exchange 
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hamiltonian density [27,28]' 

Hf~x ~ (G F/V2)SlCl L (ad3j + (3jaj)(l - Uj . Uj) S3W), 
i>j 
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(4.12) 

where the sum is over constituent quarks and the operators a and {3 transform 

a u into a d quark and an s into a u quark respectively. The spin operator, 

1 - Ui . Uj = 4 - 2S2 for S = (1/2)(ui + Uj). 

To evaluate the reduced matrix elements, we sandwich Eq. (4.12) between 

baryon wavefunctions that are the direct product of a constituent quark SU(6) 

spin wavefunction [57J and an average radial wavefunction 'l/Jo. This procedure 

gives, for example [27,53]' 

(4.13) 

where the factor of -6 is from the spin operator in (4.12). The contact matrix 

element in (4.13) is found from the strong interaction ~ - N mass splitting [12], 

(4.14) 

for constituent quark mass, mu ~ 0.34 Ge V, and strong interaction coupling, 

a s (1 GeV) ~ 0.5. The other W-exchange reduced matrix elements are listed in 

Table 8, and are related to Eq. (4.13) by simple spin coefficients, which are -6, 

-V6, 3V2 and -2V6 for (pIH~cIE+), (nIH~CIEO), (nIH~CIA) and (AIH~CISO), 

respectively. The S- ~ E- transition is zero because a W cannot be exchanged 

between ssd and sdd baryons, while the SO ~ EO transition vanishes because of 

the spin structures of the EO and SO baryons. 
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w 
S -----,.$-W- U 

u ---~----- d 

Q S d 

(a) (b) 

Figure 13. (a) W-exchange and (b) W-loop contributions to (B'IH!:,cIB). 

Next we turn to the calculation of the \iV-mediated loop graph of Fig. 13(b ). 

Recall from Eq. (2.19) that the s -+ d quark transition in Fig. 13(b) has the form 

bll(1-i-r5), with the dimensionless constant, b ~ -5.6 X 10-8 . We therefore write 

the effective W-loop pc hamiltonian.density as, 

( 4.15) 

Sandwiching (4.15) between baryon states, we find [53J 

where 11 -+ (mj + m f ) /2, the average baryon mass. This results in the following 

numerical predictions for the W -loop reduced matrix elements, 

(pIH!:,CIE+)Wlp ::::: (b/2)(E + N) ::::: -60eV 

(nIH!:,cIEO}Wlp ::::J (-b/2V2)(E + N) ~ 42 eV 

(nIHf:,cIA)Wlp::::: (V3b/2V2)(A + N)::::: -70eV 

(E-IH!:,cI3-)Wlp::::: (b/2)(3 + E)::::: -70eV 

(EOIH!:,cI3°)Wlp ::::: (-b/2V2)(3 + E) ::::: 50eV 

(AIH!:,cI30)Wlp ::::: (V3b/2V2)(3 + A) ::::: -83eV. 

(4.17a) 

(4.17h) 

( 4.17c) 

( 4.17d) 

( 4.17e) 

( 4.17f) 
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Note that we have added an additional sign in the above:::: W -loop transitions, as 

well as in the corresponding W-exchange transitions, to correct for using cartesian 

phases [19]. 

We see from Table 8 that the W-Ioop and W-exchange diagrams are roughly 

equal in size. However, the baryon decays are still 6t.I = 1/2 enhanced since, in 

contrast to the meson sector, the W-exchange graphs are also pure 6t.I = 1/2 

due to color antisymmetry[58]. Overall consistency with the data in Table 8 is 

enhanced when one adds the W-Ioop and W-exchange predictions together. The 

agreement is not perfect however, indicating that decuplet intermediate states play 

perhaps as much as a thirty percent role in the pc p-wave B amplitudes. One can 

check on the required decuplet contributions to the pv s-wave A amplitudes by 

computing the current algebra amplitudes, Ace. From Eq. (2.10) we find, for 

example, 

(4.18) 

where we have used the predicted value for (pIH~cIE+) from Table 8. We see 

that (4.18) is about a factor of two larger than the experimental amplitude in 

Table 4, indicating that the decuplet contribution must be at least fifty percent of 

the current algebra contribution and opposite in sign. This is consistent with our 

earlier assumption that decuplet intermediate states contribute more to the pv A 

amplitudes than to the pc B amplitudes. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

In summary, we have employed the constituent quark model and the non

perturbative techniques of current algebra-PCAC, constrained by PCAC consis

tency, to systematically predict amplitudes for the seven J( 4 27l" and 37l" decays 

as well as for eighteen two-body and twenty-seven nonresonant three-body nonrep

tonic charmed meson decays. The constituent quru'k model was also employed to 

compute six baryon-baryon reduced matrix elements, which were extracted from 

seven pionic and five radiative baryon decay modes via baryon pole graphs. All 

this was accomplished with essentially no free parameters and in a nearly model 

independent fashion. 

In particular, we began in Sect. 2.1 by deriving our PCAC consistency 

prescription, which we would then use for all the meson decays. We demonstrated 

how the momentum dependent pole terms for J( 4 7l"7l" could be replaced, on 

mass shell, with soft meson amplitudes. We stressed that the needed momentum 

dependence is still contained in our double charge commutator prescription for 

two-body decays, M = MCCl + Mcc2' We employed this procedure for the 

J( 4 27l" amplitudes in Sect. 2.2, where we used 11 constituent quark model - old 

fashioned perturbation theory approach to calculate the resulting W-loop, W-pole 

and W-exchange contributions to the reduced matrix elements. It was seen that 

the origin of the J( 4 27l" 6.1 = 1/2 rule is due to charmed quark enhancement 

in the W-loop graphs. Later it was shown that this same enhancement occurs in 

the baryon sector. We also included the small effects of final state interactions 
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for I( ~ 11'11', utilizing a fitted phase shift difference parameter, which, however, is 

equal to that found experimentally in 11' -11' scattering. In Sect. 2.3 we extended our 

PCAC consistency program to the 1( ~ 311' decays, relating them to the previously 

computed 1( ~ 211' amplitudes. The agreement between theory and experiment 

for these seven decays is quite excellent, as demonstrated in Table 1. 

We turned in Chapt.3 to the charmed sector, beginning in Sect. 3.1 by 

applying our PCAC consistency approach to the two-body decays of the charmed 

D and F(Ds) pseudoscalar mesons. Again using the constituent quark model to 

compute the reduced matrix elements, we found good agreement with the data 

for the decays D ~ [(11', R 1( and 11'11' in Sects. 3.1.1 - 3.1.3. In each of these 

cases we could extract a phase shift difference parameter from the data, which 

was used to separately predict the two DO decay modes. Alternatively, for each 

case we also computed the sum of the DO modes, independent of the phase shifts. 

Our predictions for the D ~ 11'11' decays, while not agreeing with the (preliminary) 

data as well as in the previous two cases, were still in reasonable accord with 

experiment. In contrast t.o J( ~ 211', we saw that the D ~ 211' decays are not 

~I = 1/2 enhanced. 

In Sect. 3.1.4 we analyzed the decays, D ~ T/l? and T/1I', while in Sect. 3.1.5 

we calculated F ~ l? 1(, 1(11', T/1I' and T/1(, finding rough consistency with the 

data in most cases. At this point we were beginning to see evidence that there 

might be some contributions that are not accounted for by the current algebra. 

In particular, the predicted Cabibbo-enhanced F ~ l? 1( amplitude is a factor 

of 2 smaller than experiment. However, as demonstrated in Table 2, the overall 

predictions of our PCAC consistency - constituent quark model approach agree 

with the data. 
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As in the case of the 1( ~ 371' decays, we extended our PCAC consis

tency procedure to the three-body nonresonant decays of the D and F mesons in 

Sects. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 respectively. These decays were complicated by interference 

terms between the resulting complex two-body amplitudes. When the interference 

was between amplitudes of the same decay group, as in D ~ 1(71'71', we used sum 

rules and the final state interaction relations to compute the magnitude of the 

amplitudes. However, when the interference was between complex amplitudes of 

different decay groups, as in D ~ /?J(7I', the latter procedure is not possible, since 

one must know the individual phase shifts rather than just the differences. We 

were able to get around this problem, in all but two cases, because it turned out 

that one of the two-body amplitudes was usually suppressed or small enough such 

that it could be neglected. As seen in Table 3, the agreement with the data can be 

fairly good, as in the Cabibbn-enhanced D ~ 1(71'71' and F ~ J? 1( 71' decays, but 

also can be poor, as in F ~ 37r. This latter case provides further evidence that 

the current algebra - PCAC consistency approach might not take into account all 

contributions to the decay amplitudes. 

The Cabibbo-enhanced F ~ 371' decays can only occur through annihilation 

diagrams and the latter are nonzero, in contrast to an analogous graph for F ~ 

271', which vanishes by symmetry, as in our PCAC consistency prediction (3.42f). 

Similar diagrams might also explain the discrepancy in F ~ J? 1(, which also has 

a contribution from an annihilation graph, as does D+ ~ J? 1(. Of course, one 

would first need to show the link between these and other such diagrams and the 

current algebra. Alternatively, perhaps in these cases one needs to reduce in two 

particles simultaneously, such that F ~ 371' becomes proportional to (71'+ /H w /F+), 

as might be expected. 
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We moved in Chapt.4 to the baryon decays, where, in Sect.4.1, we employed 

pole graphs to extract the baryon-baryon reduced matrix elements from the data. 

We had seven pionic and five radiative pc decay modes with which to determine 

six reduced matrix elements. This overdetermination was consistently accounted 

for by the pole amplitudes, giving llS confidence in this approach. As in the meson 

decays, we used the constituent quark model in Sect. 4.2 to compute the W

exchange and W-Ioop contributions to the reduced matrix elements. The results 

of this analysis are compiled in Table 8 and are seen to be consistent with the 

data. 

Overall, we have considered more than sixty decay modes, ranging from 

J( ~ 27r and 37r, to the two-body and nonresonant three-body decays of the 

charmed D and F mesons, to the baryon B ~ B' 7r and B', decays. Our predic

tions are seen to agree with the experimental results in most cases, which might 

be surprising, considering the simplicity of our approach and the fact that we have 

employed essentially no free parameters. 
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